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Langest tundraisins Gampaign
in Maine [aw's H¡$tory
Raises $2.9 Million*
Thanks to meny donors, this Camþaign has:
. Established five new endowed scholarships
o Raised over $200,000 for renovations for the Cumberland
Legal Aid Clinic
. Raised funds to replace tables, chairs, and carrels in the
Garbrecht Law Library
. Launched a new Library acquisition endowment fund in the name of Professor
David Gregory, thanks to a generous lead gift from the Class of 7976
. Created an endowment for a Loan Assistance Repayment Program (LRAP) to
assist graduates entering public service
o Initiated an endowment to support permanently the Frank M. Coffin Lecture on
Law and Public Service
. Launched an endowment to establish one of the School's first professorships in honor
of Sumner T, Bemstein, a prominent Portland lawyer and friend to the Law School.
Please ioin gnaduates and fn¡ends in building
Foundation$ for the tutune and achieuing our $3 million goal.
Thene is still time to g¡ue t0 this Campa¡gn!
The Ccwnpaign is now in its final stege. We will &nnounce the results soon.
Ow thanks to eqreryone. Happy NewYear!
Eleanor M. Baker'78
James M. Bowie'77
Ccunpaign Co-Chairs
lf y0u ttuould l¡ke t0 make a gift on pledge t0 toundations fon the Futune Grmpaign
ploase writc t0 2¡lS Deening Auenue, Pontland, ME f14102
call (207) 780-ß21
on e-mail lawalumni@usm,maine.edu
fon mone ¡nf0nmat¡0n $Ge oun lflbb site at httpy/mainelaw.maine.edu/alum-foundfut.htm
Foundations
for the Future
The Campaignforthe
Maine School of Law
*as of Decemben 15.
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Dean Khourl is pictured with, lcft to right,
Patricia Peard'88; Diane Yu, Chair of the
ABA Comrnissiolì ()n lü/onìen in the
Profèssionl Ann Courtney, forrner Adjturct
Pr¡fessor at Maine Larv; ancl Victoria Powers
'89 at the Margaret Brent Arvards Cerernony.
See arncle page IB.
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lhe Spring issue of Møne Lø; brought you
I the public announcement of the Law
School's Foundations for the Future Campaign
and a brief report on some of the accomplish-
ments that have been made possible through
the early success of the Campaign. For some of
you, the announcement of oü Campaign to
raise $3,000,@0 was news. For others, espe-
cially those who have been active in the
Campaþ as volunteers or as early contribu-
tors, the public announcement was a culmina-
tion of more than two years of dedicated effoft.
I am pleased to report that as of ourMaine
Løu., publication deadline of December 15, we
had raised $2,900,000 to'ù/ards our $3,000,000
goal. An announcement of the final totals will
be forthcoming soon.
This is my final opportunity to share with
you, in the pages of this magazine, what the
Foundations for the Future Campaign has
meant to me and why it is so important for
our Law School. As you know, significant
reductions in financial support from the
University of Maine System over the last
decade have meant that the Law School must
increasingly rely on tuition revenues and on
the generosity of our alumniþe and friends to
provide the high-quality legal education rhat
has been our hallmark for more than 40 years.
Since the mid-1990's, Maine Law has gone
frorn being a publicly-supported school to a
publicly-assisted one.
The more "private" we become, the more
we need to build the institutional structures
that private schools have relied upon for years.
For any private school, a healtþ endowment
is a crucial factor. And so, the thrust of the
Foundations Campaign has been to increase
the size of the Law School endowment (now
about $4 million) by about 65 percent.
Raising funds for endowment does not have
the "sizzle" that a new building might have,
but for our Law School it is essential.
Endowment-for student scholarships, for
professorships and faculty research support, for
the Law Library and for our clinical pro-
grams-will provide the margin of excellence
that will ensure that we can continue to do
the best for our students and the community.
The success of the Foundations Campaigî will
also enable us to replace the "vintage" 1973
fumiture in the Carbrecht Law Library and to
renovare the Cumberland Legal Aid Clinic so
that it is handicap accessible and provides
more appropriate spaces for student attomeys,
clients, and staff.
Ably led by Campaign Cabinet Co-Chairs,
Ellie Baker'78 and Jim Bowie '77, the
Campaign has had many successes already. To
date, five new scholarship funds have been
established, adding more rhan $600,000 to
our scholarship endowments. The first phase
of the renovations on the Cumberland Legal
Aid Clinic were completed last summer.
Library furniture has been orde¡ed.
\íhen I began my work on this
Campaign, I thought that the most important
thing was to raise the dollars-$3 million of
them, to be exact. But, I have come to realize
that as imporÞnt as the doilars are, this
Campaign is really about making a successful
transition from a wholly public institution to
an increasingly private one.
I have said many times that working on
this Campaign has been the most satisfuing
experience of my professional life. My appre-
ciation for the Law School and the quality of
the education we provide has been enhanced
as I have met and worked with our wonder{ul
gaduates. They express tremendous affection
for their Law School and gratitude for what
they received here. This is reflected in the
tremendous response of ou¡ alumni/ae and
friends to the Campaign. The nearty $3
million pledged to date has come from just
over 300 donors; only a handful of these
donors are foundations and corporations. The
balance are individual graduates and other
friends of Maine Law who have understood
how important this Campaign is and support-
ed it with their gifts.
Although this Campaign is winding
down, there is still time for your gift to be
counted. The primary goal of building
endowments remains essential to the Law
School's future and I hope you will choose to
participate. Remember that pledges can be
paid over five taxable years which may make
it easier for you to give. Please do not hesítate
to call me or any of our Campaign volunteers
if we can be of assistance. !Øith all our best
wishes for a wonderlul ïäJfi::" A. Khoury
On etMaine
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While Gaining Pnact¡Gal $lrills
llf hen Paul C. Crowley '02 joined
IU Lir-rr-r"ll, Choate & Webber in Aubum
as an associate right out ofLaw School, he
was able to take on small cases almost
imrnediately. That would not have hap-
pened, Crowley believes, had he not gotten
good, hands-on experience at Maine Law.
"l would have needed a lot more hand-
holding and someone at my beck and call
for a considerable arnount of tirne if I had-
n't had the Cumberland Legal Aid Clinic
experience and many ofthe courses I took
in Law School," said Crowley. "When firms
are incurring the expense of ffaining you,
the sooner yotlre capable of coming up to
speed, the better. My experience at the
Clinic, especially, enabled me to do that."
PauL C. Crowley
Making its students ready for the "real
world" is a top prioriry for the Maine School
of Law. "For a small law school, we provide a
wonderful array of opportunities for students
to gain practical experience," said Dean
Colleen A. Khoury.
Hands-on experience starts in the class-
room. About half of Maine Law students
gain skills by taking part in for-credit activ-
ities, such as extemships and clinics,
including the Cumberland Legal Aid
Clinic, the Environmental Law Clinic, the
Prisoner Assistance Clinic, and periodic
offerings such as the Spring '03 semester's
Pension Law Clinic taught by Visiting
Professor Norman Stein.
The Law School also sponsors a variety
of noncredit opportunities that afforcl valu-
able experience. These inclucle the Maine
Association for Public Interest Law
(MAPIL) Fellowship Program through
which students can apply for a stipend for
what otherwise would be an unpaicl public
interest job. The Bemstein District Court
Fellowship endowment provides summer
stipends for students working for Maine
judges. The Horace Libby Fellowship offers
a stipend to a student working for the
Maine Public Utilities Commission and a
number of Legislative Fellowships allow
students to participate in law making.
In addition to more formal programs,
Maine Law strongly encourages students to
do volunteer legal work, both to serve the
community and to gain practical skills.
Gunnicular 0ppoFtun¡t¡es
While the current wisdom holds that
clinical work offers law students the best
opportunity to gain skills, classroom exer-
cises and lessons are equally important and
should not be undervalued.
Associate Dean David P. Cluchey
explained, "the educational program is an
integrated process in which we try to link
together theory and practice, while expos-
ing students to training which increases in
rigor with each successive year."
As any Maine Law graduate can attest,
that starts with leaming the most essential
of legal skills-the ability to think analyti-
cally-in first year courses such as
Constitutional Law, Civil Procedure, and
Torts. Developing a process of reasoning
and a mode of analysis is emphasized while
learning basic legal ¡ules and doctrine, Also
during their first year, students are intro-
duced to the Law School's rigorous legal
ancl research writing program which places
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emphasis on practical writing skills such as
the preparation of b¡ieß and client rtemos.
In 2L courses such as Business
Associations, Täx I, and Constitutionai
Law, professol's continue to teach analysis
while concentrating rnore on irnparting
substantive law to students. And by the
final year of Law School, Professor Cluchey
explained, students dlaw on the substantive
courses of their first two years to deal with
more problern-oriented 3L courses and
clinics.
In Tiial Practice, for example, a simula-
tion course taught by Professor Judy Potter
and Vsiting Professor Valerie Stanfill, stu-
dents leam trial skills ancl concluct two
rnock trials over the course of a semester.
The first trial is a fairly simple case in which
two witnesses are called per side and snt-
dents take on the various roles. A more
complex second trial is conducted at a cou¡-
thouse, with real juclges volunteering to hear
a case prepared start to finish by students.
Professors Potter and Stanflll also teach
Advanced Tiial Advocacy to 3L students
who tly out for the course and compete in
a national trial cornpetition. Classes are
srnall, so students benefit from intensive
coaching.
In her Secured Tiansactions class,
Professor Lois R. Lupica asks students to
"Yout c&n tnlk about t)æory an¿ úæ elements
of a negottanon but you d.an' t realb
intmtalize thnt wtfomation until J ou' ue
been in tlw lwat of a rcgorinû,on,"
e xÞkhÊd P r of e s s ur b'Qica.
'cn
to leam practical skills in a reflective envi-
ronment, It just makes sense to leam frorn
a mistake during Law School instead of in
an unsupervised real-life situation when
that error rnay adversely affect a client's
interests, noted Professor Lupica.
Crowley found the coaching and super-
visecl practice he received at Maine Law to
be very helpful. Of particular benefit to him
was a Tiial Practice course taught by
Assistant U.S. Attomey füby Dilworth
that "gave rne a fi-rndamental understanding
of how to analyze the substantive issues and
then to leam how to utilize the process" and
an Evidence course taught by "exceptional"
Visiting Professor Peter C. Alexander
(who recently was named Dean of Southern
Illinois University School of Law).
"Alexander taught the rules of evidence,
which is a very technical and complex sub-
ject. But he taught in ways that made it
very reasonable to understand," Crowley
said. "He used exercises extensively, In a
mock direct examination of a character,
one student was the prosecutor, one was the
defense attomey, and one was the judge.
Each attomey wor-rlcl do a direct exam or
cross exam, the other could object based on
evidentiary issues, and'the judge' would
have to rule ancl explain why. It was terrif-
ic," he said.
"lf an attorney rs euer going to be in the
courtroom, these courses really help. I have
found myself remembering them often. I
also retained the course materials from
both of those classes and continue to refer
to them."
Glinical 0ppontunities
Crowley saicl his rnost beneficial hands'
on experience in Law School was his
Cumberland Legal Aid Clinic work, mainly
because it gave hirn a head start on know-
ing how to put all that he had learned into
practice.
"The rules of civil and criminal proce-
dure are not forgiving of rnistakes. So the
more familiar you are with the rules-and
then the process-the better off you're
draft documentation in connection with a
hypothetical transaction. An analysis of
their efforts is then posted on the course
'S7eb page. In her Negotiation course,
Professor Lupica has students engage is a
series ofnegotiation exe¡cises of increasing
cornplexity.
"You can talk about theory and the ele-
ments of a negotiation but yor.r don't really
internalize that information until you've
been in the heat of a negotiation,"
explained Professor Lupica. As her students
work through the exelcises, they are vicleo-
taped, then given feeclback. "We clebrief
each exercise. Students can then offer feed-
back to their classmates in light of both
their own expeliences and their observa-
tions of their fellow negotiators."
W'hether in a clinic setting or a class-
roorn, Maine Law professors want students
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going to be," he said. "That's what Clinic
did for me. It helped mebegin ro piece
things together. It's the icing on rhe cake
that transitions you into practice."
There's a popular saying at Maine Law
that "the Law School teaches you how to
think like a lawyer, but the Cumberland
Legal Aid Clinic teaches you ro be a
lawyer." For 33 years, the Clinic has taught
students lawyering skills while providing
access to justice for low.income Mainers. It
is organized like a law firm with an empha-
sis on supervision,
Professor Jennifer Wriggins, a Faculty
Supervisor, believes the quality of learning
at the Cumberland Legal Aid Clinic
exceeds what's possible at many of the
nation's bigger and better-funded schools.
"The quality here is absolutely amaz-
ing," she asserted. "students who take the
Clinic can expect to be exposed to a wider
array ofcases than they would at a larger
school. It's definitely a much more chal-
lenging clinic than rhe one I took ar
Harvard Law School. Students get a
chance to do contested hearings, call wit-
nesses and cross-examine" and handle
other aspecrs of the law not possible at
many other schools.
Clinic supervision is intensive. "We
work very closely with every student, I
meet with each of my students regularly, I
prepare for court with them, go to court
with them, review thei¡ files, review and
edit all of their correspondence," said
Professor Wriggins, who usually supervises
five students per semester.
Typically, 15 ro 20 srudents parricipare
in the Clinic each semesreq depending on
staffing and rhe size of the third.year class.
"The Clinic supervisors guided us but
also let us be creative," said Tära Bachrach
'03 of Pittsfield, who worked in the Clinic
two semesters and called the experience
"the most rewarding thing I've ever done.
"The professors treat everyone like col-
leagues, with respect. They're so good
about letting you know you did somerhing
right, and they're not afraid to say, ,That
stunkl You didn't go through rhe steps as
you should have.'\Torking in the Clinic
also gave me a chance to give back to the
legal profession-which is what we're all
supposed to be doing."
Rendering legal services to those who
cannor affo¡d them is one of the
Cumberland Legal Aid Clinic,s primary
missions.
"Clinic students truly leam the value of
pro bono work and the importance of access
to justice for all peopie," noted Dean
Khoury. "The hands-on work they do in
Clinic also makes a huge difference in edu-
cating them about issues ofrace and class.
It teaches students to question their own
assumptions about people. Those kinds of
things are t-'ot n, .uiy to leam in the class-
room but are really important for lawyers to
leam so that they can better understand
the society they live in."
In the Clinic, srudenrs leam skills that
are easily transferable. "Students have to
gather and analyze facts and ofren have to
figure out what kind of problem rhey,ve
been handed," said Professor Stanfill. ,,4
client doesn'r walk in with a label on his
forehead that says 'l am a Täx Problern,-
so studenrs have to do a different kind of
problem analysis than you'll have in a
classroom. And thatt a skill that you can
apply anywhere."
Danielle West,Chuhta ,03 offered one
other observation about the value of her
clinical experience: "l would hate to have
gotten into the real world and realized I
hated the law."
Since Spring 2003 there have been
more opporrunities at the Legal Aid Clinic
because of the addition of a Prisoner
Assistance Clinic taught by Visiting
Clinical Professor Jim Burke. Funded by
grants from the Maine Bar Foundation and
the Maine Department of Corrections and
with the supporr of the Law School, this
clinic offers Maine inmates access to legal
help for civil matters.
Prisoner Assistance Clinic students
tackle the full variety of problems com-
monly encountered by prisoners, explained
Professor Burke, who was in private prac-
tice in Lewistonfor 27 years. These include
divorce, child support and visitation issues,
property settlements, and other general
civil matters. Students research problems
detailed on intake forms sent by inmates,
visit the \Øindham Correctional Facility
weekly, and handle matters from other cor-
rectional institutions by mail or phone.
Some cases require only giving advice, but
a number have included courtroom pro-
ceedings.
Professor Burke said Law School stu-
dents should take part in clinics ro beter
understand how all of what they learn-in
and outside the classroom-fits togethe¡.
"lt's important that people who are going
to prâctice law actually know what to do
before they start."
Extennships
Another way of acquiring practical
skills before entering the work force is
through Maine Law's Extemship Program,
Extemships are regulated by the American
Bar Association and aliow students to get
academic credit-bur not pay-for a super-
vised work experience, about 20 hours a
week for six credits.
The Law School limits exrernship sites
to public interest organizations and govem.
ment unirs that provide direct legal ser.
vices-the Child Protective Division of the
Attomey General's Office and the U.S.
Attomey's bankruptcy division, for exam-
ple, explained Externship Program
Director Nancy S. Gibson.
Handpicked supervisors are expected to
serve as ûìentors, guiding students through
a variety of aspects of a job-for instance,
letting a student go along on a conference
with a judge, sit in on a deposition, inter-
view a client or handle a mediation-even
if those things aren'r directly tied to what
the student is working on.
Externs are expected to direct their own
leaming, said Professor Gibson. They com.
plete a self-assessment to identifii legal
skllls they already have and those they wish
to gain, then discuss how to best accom-
plish their goals. Once placed, a srudent
develops a "leaming plan" and regularly
4
meets with his or her supervisor to review
progress, raise concems and get feedback.
Extemships also have a classroom compo-
nent, where students receive feedback from
Professor Cibson and lellow extems.
"We talk a lot about things like getting
goocl supervision, professional responsibility
issues and situations that a¡e apt to come
up in a real-life setting-like how to juggle
the cornpeting clernands of two attorneys,"
said Professor Gibson, a former staff attor-
ney at the Bluhm Legal Clinic at
Northwestern University School of Law.
"Once you're out there in a real job, you
have to take responsibility, ancl those kinds
of skills are very transferable-no matter
what you end up doing."
Externs also get a chance to "try on"
different work experiences. Students get to
understand the realities ofa job or can con-
firm that they can handle and enjoy a cer-
tain area of the law.
Regina J. Stabile '04, an exrern ar rhe
Maine Patent Program last summer, said
she always had an interest in patent iaw
but nearly dismissed pursuing a career in
that area because she lacked the bachelor's
degree in science typically needed to take
the Patent Bar Exam. But after spending
the summer doing research, patent searches,
and helping inventors with fr-rnding qr"res-
tions, she is reconsidering.
"lt was an incredible opportunity to
gain insight into whether I like this field
and if it makes sense to pursue further edtr
cation in the sciences," said Stabile, origi-
nally from Lawrence, Mass. Even if she
decicles against further schooling, "just the
experience was great. Diversification can
only help me when I try to get a job."
West-Chuhta'03, of Livonia, N.Y,,
spent her final Maine Law setnester as an
extem in the University Counselt office at
the University of Southem Maine. Part of
the job involved researching how a portion
of the USA PAIRIOT Act-which in
2001 broadened the powers oflaw enforce-
ment and intelligence agencies-will affect
the University of Maine System.
!7est-Chuhta reviewed a piece of the
statute that addresses how universities will
be requirecl in a few years to track intema-
tional students and was asked to write a
sirnplified summary of the section and cre-
ate an easy-reference guide identifuing
UMaine's responsibilities.
Learning a variety of hands-on skills
while in Law School was important to her,
so she made a point of improving he¡ writ-
ing skills at the Maine Unemployment
Insurance Commission one surnmer and
working as a research assistant for several
private practitioners and for Associate
Research Professor John A. Duff, who
directs the Marine Law Institute. She's now
cierking for the Maine Superior Cou¡t and
will become an Air Force Judge Advocate
General in September 2004.
Like many Maine Law stuclents, \Øest-
Chuhta's ability to choose her hands-on
experiences was limited by her finances,
not by a lack ofopportunities. "There are a
lot of great experiences that I would love to
have tried, yes, but as soon as I saw that
they were unpaid, it'd be 'uh-oh.' Money
was a big issue for me, and a concem for a
lot of rny class." Still, she said she had
plenty of access to practical experiences, in
part because the srnaller-than-average size
of her class.
Co-cunniculan Activities
Dan Coyne '05 of South Portland was
grateftrl to receive a Bernstein District
Court Fellowship this summer to "take it
that step beyond the ciassroorn," wolking
for Judge Joyce !Øheeler in York District
Court- His prirnary respor-rsibility was
researching surrogacy issues, as Judge
Wheeler chairs a Farnily Law Advisory
Commission.
Barbara Täylor '04 of Peaks Islancl cre.
ated her own sumrner job through the
MAPIL Fellowship program. Täylor, 55,
told the Immigrant Legal Advocacy Project
in Po¡tland that she cor-rld apply for fund-
ing for a 1O-week intemship there if the
organization had a project for her. That's
how she wound up spending part of the
summe¡ living in worker housing in north-
em Maine, investigating the concerns of
and assessing services available to seasonal
agricuitural workers.
Täylor, who gained another set of skills
the previous summer working with a \ü/est
Bath District Court judge, thinks experi-
ence outsicle the class¡oorn is essential.
"Law is such an intellectual construct that
it's easy to lose sight of the fact that it's
BarbaraTaflor '04 , MAPIL FeILow
i\-'
Reglna Stabile '04, an extern with the Moine Patent Progratn, cndtXloody Higgins, Director
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grounded in how people behave, feel and
work," she said. "As soon as you do some-
thing like a clinic or extemship or intern.
ship, yor.r're thrust into seeing people affect-
ed by the law. Arrr-l that's very irnportarrt in
keeping yor,r grounded.
'Just like meclical students have an
intelnship ancl residency, I think it would
be great to have a hands.on year in Law
School," said Täylor. .We all could use a
mentoring experience."
Assistant Professor H. Cabanne
Howard is of like rnind. He beiieves two
years of classloom learning is sufficient for
law students and shoulcl be followed by a
period of supelvisecl practice. "lf we'r'e not
going to have that, then we shor,rld give
people as much supervised practice in their
third year of law school as possible," he
said, noting the financial conside¡ations
that lirnit that.
"lt's important because there's no gr-rar.
antee that you'll get supervision in your
first job, and even if you do, the sr-rpervi.
sion yor,r get from the Law School's Clinic
is likely to be more rigorous and beneficial
at any rate," notecl Professor Howard, who
is faculty adviso¡ for Maine Law's Moot
Court Plograrn.
ln ì0 years sirrce taking palt in
Georgetown Law Center's first public inter-
est clinic, Professor Howard has watched
the clinic lÌìovement mushroom and
noticed shifts in the expectations of
etnployers ancl law schools as a result,
"l don't think rhe absence of clinical
experience would have an effect on large
corporate law firrns" because bigger firrns
still take a lot of tirne groorning young asso-
"It's impartmttbecause there's no gunrantÊ.e that
Jou'll get suÞeruision in JoI,Lr fírst, job, and" even
d you dÐ, the, suþuuision Jou get from the Inw
School's Clinic ß lil<eb ø be mare rigorow md
beneficial et eny rate," nofßdProfessor Howmd
ciates, Professor Howard said. But he added
that rnany srnalle¡ firms expect applicants
to possess hands-on skills. "lf I were a srnall
firm, I'd figure I'd have less training to do if
I hired someone with rnore experience,"
During his 24 years in the Maine
Attomey General's office before joining
Maine Law six years ago, one of Professor
Howard's functions was to screen job appli-
cants. When considering people for court-
oriented jobs-crirninal prosecutors or
Department of Human Services support
workers, for exarnple-those with practical
experience had a competitive edge.
Even in challenging ecorrornic tirnes,
Maine Law students have arnple opportuni-
ties to gain beyond-the-classloom legal
skills "if they're persistent and flexible,"
saicl Derek Van Volkenburgh, director of
Law School's Career Services Office. And
they are strongly advised to do so, he said.
"Students who entertain thoughts of
practicing law ought to see ifthey can get
some practical experience whiie they're in
school. 'We recommend and encourage it to
supplement book learning," said Van
Volkenburgh, noting that his office alerts
students to Law School-related and surn.
mer employment opportunities. "lt's irnpor-
tant because the practice of law involves so
much more than simply understanding
legal concepts."
Uolunteen Activities
Another way to acquire hands-on skills
is through volunteerir-rg, and Maine Law
students are r-rrged to take on pro bono
work and register their volunteer hours at
the Career Services Office. Students who
meet a certain level of pro bono service are
recognized at comrnencement.
Todd Jeffers '03 of Norwich, Conn.,
received this yeart Maine State Bar
Association Pro Bono Stuclent Award for
the rnany hours he logged at the Maine
Center on Deafness. His varied work there
included legal research and helping cleaf
people with Social Security problerns and
interpreters with licensing issues. Jeffers, a
former social workeq enthusiastically rec-
ommends that students give volunteering a
chance, even ifonly for a few hours a week.
"lt's definitely worrh ir," said Jeffers,
who also was an extern in the Attomey
General's office and worked in the
Curnberland Legal Aid Clinic two seû1es.
ters. "l've gotten to see how the whole
community works, how the corlrlroom
works. I got a lot more experience with
writing and dealing with clients."
"The point is that you need a blencl of
experiences in Law School," said P¡ofessor
Cluchey. "The Family Law course intro-
dr-rces stuclents to the substantive law they
will need to know to help someone at the
Cumberland Legal Aid Clinic. In Estate
Planning, a student draws on Tiusts and
Estates and Täx to solve a problem they
might well encounter in practice."
Crowley concurred. "There's a certain
amount of the horse has to be in front of
the cart," he said. "No one could take
Clinic in the first seûìester of Law School.
You have to build up a reservoir of knowl-
edge first and develop an understanding of
how the body of law builds upon itself.
Only then are you capable of applying the
iaw to the facts of your client's case."
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By Pro{essors Jennifer Wriggins and Valerie Stanfill
Because of the work of Maine Law stuclents at the
Cumberland Legal Aid Clinic, Bob Jones is finally paying off a
roughly $45,000 alimony debt.
His ex-wife, Helen, 67, was living on about $360 a month
when she came ro the clinic in fall 1999.* She brought with her
a 1997 court order for her ex-husband to pay her $360 a month
in alimony. Bob had not made any of the payments. The trial
judge who made the order was the Hon. Susan Calkins '70,
who now sits on the Maine Supreme Judicial Court.
Jones v. Jones rcok hundreds ofhours and over three years to
resolve. Clinic students faced major challenges in helping Helen
receive her cour¡-ordered money. Among other issues, Bob dld
not live in Maine, and the Maine courts'power to attach prop.
erty could not reach Bob's property because all of his property
was in Florida.
Ii{/hen it became clear that the
case would involve issues of out-of-
state enforcement, clinic supervisor
Professor Jennifer Wriggins con-
sulted with the Maine Departmen¡
of Human Services-which has an
interstate support enforcement
division-to see if it could repre-
sent Helen. Assistant Attomey
General Jessica Maurer '92, cl^rie{
of the Division of Child Support
Enforcement, was extremely help-
ful and knowledgeable as were
other DHS attomeys. But DHS
must prioritize child-support
enforcement, rather than alimony
enforcement, and so could not
directly rep¡esent Helen Jones. Prolessors \X/rígg1ns (Left) anà StafiLL
Any legal representation Helen
was going to get would have to be from the clinic.
Studenrs first looked at whether a lawsuit filed in Florida to
enforce the alimony judgment from Maine could get Helen
some alimony. But Florida law protects deadbeats and debtors
like Bob by providing an automatic homestead exemption from
attachment on all of the equity in a person's home. O.J.
Simpson and other high-profile debtors have found Flo¡ida an
attractive spot for this reason.
The next step was to try to figure out what income Bob was
receiving. Students filed a motion to enforce the alimony judg-
ment and discovery requests, asking Bob to reveal details of his
income. Although Bob was late in answering requests and never
signed his answers, he eventually gave solne information about
his income. He worked, as a drive¡ and also received substantial
govemment benefits. Although students leamed that Bob
eamed much more money than he said he did, much of it came
from tips, so there was no way to verifit or obtain that incorne.
Bob revealed that he also received about $1,000 a month in
Social Seculity retirement money.
State courts typically do not have power to make orders that
affect federal benefits such as Social Security. But clinic students
researched the proper way to obtain a state court order that the
federal Social Security Administration would enforce. The clin.
ic went back to court and asked for an order that would result in
Helen receiving half of Bob's Social Security check each month,
The clinic gave Bob proper notice of the lnotion, and he did not
respond in a timely way. Bob's habit of ignoring communications
began to hurt him. The court issued the order, and Helen finally
began to receive soure alimony,
But clinic students did not stop there. They learned that Bob
received benefits from the Veterans Administration for retire-
rnent and disability-about $1,100 a month. Bob refused to pro-
vide complete information about those benefits.
Through a combination of stu-
dents' persistence, Bob's refusal to
cooperate with the court process,
and help from Paul Thelin '73,
the Maine District Court, in spring
2002, issued an order gamishing
part of Bob's military
retirement/disability pay. The
Veterans Administration began to
enforce the order in July 2002, and
Helen now generally receives
$1,316 a month, instead of $360,
as a result of the clinic's efforts,
This case highlights lessons
about federalism, family law, and
procedure. Florida's homestead
exemption law, which protected
Bob, is a power{ul example of how
different states can support very
different policies that affect people beyond those states. The
case shows the difficulty of enforcing, across state lines, an
important court order. It would have been impossible for Helen
to figure out how to get the order enforced on her own. The
Clinict work was indispensable.
Clinic students also leamed critical lessons about procedure,
research, and persistence. Bob's refusal to follow the rules ofpro-
cedure helped lead to the favorable outcolne for Helen.
Moreover, without students' research and persistence, Bob
would have gone on ignoring the alimony order.
"When someone says 'no' or'this is the way things always
have been done,' you can't take that for an answer when a great
injustice is being done," says Marcie Hornick '02, ote of many
clinic students *ho .orked on the case' "l leamed that from this
case and from working at the clinic generally." Helen Jones had
this to say: "l have ,l*hl.tg but great things to say about the clin-
ic. I am 
"tt..-.ly grateful for all the help that they 
gave me'"
*Names have been changer) to þrotect their þrittacy )(
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Commencement
0 il,Yî:,',1 iffi i,iiflr:'åîïo*, oo,
received their J.D. degrees under ceremony
at Portlandt Merrill Auditorium.
The ceremony was led by Dean Colleen
Khoury who noted the Class of Z0O3 was a
collection of interesting and varied individ.
uals that included, among orhers, a docto¡
of pediatric rnedicine, a graphic artisr, a
nurse, and an antiques dealer, Dean Khoury
wished the graduates "a lifetime of intellec-
tual challenge and satisfaction, an opportu-
nity to serve others, and the tools to be an
advocate for change and to work for justice
in our society."
Student speaker Denis Culley of
Merce¡ Maine, told graduates, "This class
in its ambitious and skeptical way has
thought deeply about the law and that
thought yields, as ir must, doubt, skepti-
cism, and diversity. The opposite of faith is
not doubt," he said. "The opposite of faith
is indifference." Before entering law school,
Culley, was a horse logger, farrier, and com-
mercial orchardist. Culley, who rented a
house in Portland while artending law
school, retumed to Mercer in late summer
and began clerking for the Maine Superior
Court in Augusra.
Convocation speaker Chief Justice of
the Maine Supreme Judlcial Court Leigh
Dean CoLIeen Khoury presid,es over the 2003 conuocatíon.
Ingalls Saufley, a 1980 Law School gradu-
ate, extolled the virtues of hard work,
humor, and honoring the law profession.
"lt is time, once again, for us to respect
what we do and help the world understand
how important law is to rhe foundation of
democracy and freedom," said Saufley.
Saufley was rhe youngest chief justice in
Maine's history when she was appointed by
Govemor Angus King in 2001. Prior ro her
appointment, she served with the Maine
Attomey General's Office for about 10
years. She was appointed to Maine District
Court in 1990, to Maine Superior Courr in
1993, and as an Associate Justice of the
Supreme Judicial Court in 1997.
Professor Richard L. Roe, Class of 1977
and a faculty membe¡ at Georgetown
University Law Center, was named the
recipient of the 2003 L. Kinvin !Øroth
Distinguished Alumni Award. Roe foundecl
and directs Georgetown's Street Law pro-
gram, in which law srudents teach high
school students about the law
A number of awards and honors were
announced during the ceremonies. James
Haddow '86, vice president of the Alumni
Association, presented the Alumni
Association Award to Denis Culley, who
was selected by the faculty as an outstand-
ing member of the graduating class. Culley
received a Law School chair donated by
the Alumni Association.
Closs speakr.r Denß CuIIey '03 (lÊft) and J mnes HaàÅow ' 86 , Altnnní
Association yresident. Culley was þresented a law school chaft b1 the
Alumni Assocíatíon as the outstanding member of the graàwtíng clnss.
Conuocatíon speaker Chief lustíce of the
Maine Suþreme Judícial Cowt Leigh IngaIIs
Saufley'80.
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¡UAME
KennethJ. Albert III
Alec Samuel Altman
Patrick D. Archibald
Anna N. Astvatsaturova
Tära Robinson Bachrach
Natasha Julie Baker
John Gould Bean
Michael Theodore Bigos
Daniel I. Billines
Karen Marie Bilodeau
Lisa Renee Bogue
Daniel C. Buck
Steven Martin Carey
Sharon Diane Carl
Richard A. Charest
Denis Culley
Tievor M. Danell
Kristy Dawes
Dawn M. DiBlasi
Craig C. Dorais
Rick Doyle
Amanda Elizabeth Emmons
Amy Louise Fairfield
Peter C. Felmly
Carrie Folsom
Michael Robinson Fuller
Jessica Lynne Godfrey
Matthew Francis Govan
Dawn-Marie Harmon
John K. Hatch
Elizabeth A. Hoag
Todd Matthew Jeffers
Katherine Akins Joyce
Carrie Lee Leighton
Kimberly Ann Levesque
Valerie Lovely
Seth Ryan Maki
Sarah J. Ives Marble
Sarah Houston McCready
Colin Kerrigan McNeil
Katharine lves Moore
Mary Frances O'Brien
Ryan Nicholas Olberding
Charles'$7yman Olcott
Nicole Camille Palaza
Sylvia Chrysothem Paneris
Todd David Ross
Daniel N. Sacco
UI'IIDEBGRIDUATE DEGREE/8tlTI.EGE
B.S,N. 1998 University of Southem Maine
B.A. I994 Bucknell University
B.S. 1994 United States Coast Guard Academy
B.A. 2000 University of North Dakota
B.A. 2000 University of New Hampshire
B.S. 1999 Tìrfts University
A.B. 1978 Yale University
M.A. 1998 University of Southem Maine
B.A. 1995 University of Southem Maine
B.A. 1990 University of Southern Maine
M.A. 2003 University of Southern Maine
B.A. 2000 Bates College
B.A. 1996 University of Maine
B.A. 19BZ University of Maine
D.P.M. 1986 California College of Pediatric Medicine
B.A. 1998 Stonehill College
B.S. 2000 University of Southem Maine
B.S. 2000 University of Southem Maine
B.A. 1978 State University of New York at Stony Brook
B.A. 1998 Muhlenberg College
B.A. 1999 Colby College
B.A. 2000 University of Southem Maine
B.A. 1995 University of Maine
M.A. 2000 MiddlebuÐ/ College
B.A. 1979 St Mary's University-Nova Scotia
M.A. 1994 University of Maine
B.A. 1998 Beloit College
B.A. 2000 University of Southem Maine
B.A. 1998 Colby College
B.A. 1987 Mount Holyoke College
B.A. 1993 University of Southem Maine
B.S. 2000 \Y/orcester Polytechnic Institute
B,B.A. 1998 University of Massachusetts Amherst
A.B. 1999 \Øheaton College
B,A. 1997 Hoba¡t College
B.F,A. l98l Comell University
M.EA, 1986 Boston University
B.A. 1994 University of Connecticut
B.A. 1998 Middlebury College
M.S.E.L, 2000 Vermont Law School
B.A. 1996 University of New Hampshire
B.S. 2000 University of Southem Maine
B.M. 1994 Berklee College of Music
B.S. 1999 Florida State University
B.A. 1989 University of Maine
A.B. 1998 Bowdoin College
B.S. 1998 University of Oregon
B.A. 1996 Davidson Coilege
B.A. 2000 University of Southern Maine
8.4., B.S. 2000 University of Maine
A.B. 1999 Bowdoin College
B.A. 2000 University of Southem Maine
8.A.1996 Notre Dame College
8.S., B.A. 1997 Bucknell University
A.B. 1996 Bowdoin College
HOMETflUIIIìl
Lewiston, Maine
Portland, Maine
East Hampstead, New Hampshire
Wahpeton, North Dakota
Pinsfield, Maine
South Portland, Maine
Farmington, Maine
Richmond, Maine
Bowdoinham, Maine
Auburn, Maine
\Øilton, Maine
\ü/ayne, Maine
York, Maine
Standish, Maine
Auburn, Maine
Mercer, Maine
East Hampton, New York
Yarmouth, Maine
Benton, Maine
Saco, Maine
Bangor, Maine
Hollis, Maine
Kennebunk, Maine
Manchester, New Hampshire
Kennebunk, Maine
\7indham, Maine
Holliston, Massachusetts
South Portland, Maine
South Portland, Maine
Stratham, New Hampshire
Buxton, Maine
Norwich, Connecticut
Portland, Maine
\ü/aterboro, Maine
\ü/ales, Maine
Wells, Maine
Swanzey, New Hampshire
Buxton, Maine
Lexington, Kentucky
Burlington, Vermont
Portland, Maine
Portland, Maine
Porttand, Maine
Kennebunk, Maine
Brunswick, Maine
Biddeford, Maine
Lake Winola, PennsYlvania
Saratoga Springs, New York
Continued on þage 1A
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IllAME
Mary Francis Saunders
Kerqm Elizabeth Shean
Robert H. Smith
Susannah O'Brien Sprague
Wendy Moulton Starkey
Tiffany Strauchs
Francis David !Øalker IV
Nancy Lee !Øells
Danielle West-Chuhta
Jennifer Anne l7illiams
Natalie Jean Woodland
Shawn Christopher \Torden
Andrew Brennan Wright
Gina Yamartino
UNDENGRAIIUATE DEGREE/CflI.TEOE
B.A. 1997 Mary Washington College
A.B. 1996 Bowdoin College
M.S.\Ø. 1998 Boston College
A.B. 1991 Bowdoin College
M.S. 1999 University of Southern Maine
B.A. 2000 University of Southem Maine
B.A. 1989 University of Southem Maine
B.S. 1998 Camegie Mellon University
M.A. 1999 St. John's College
B.A. 2000 University of Alaska
B.A. 1973 George \X/ashington University
B.A. 2000 State University of New York at Oswego
B.A. 2000 University of Southern Maine
B.A, 1992 University of Maine
M.B.A. 2001 Thunderblrd, The American Graduate
School of Intemational Management
B.A. 2000 Michigan State University
B.A. 1995 Hampshire College
B.A. L979 Boston College
2003 graduaæs (L to r): Canie Leighton, \X/endy Starkey, LisaBogte, and Jennifer WíLliams.
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'Vüayne, Maine
Topsham, Maine
Westbrook, Maine
Portland, Maine
York, Maine
Great Falls, Virginia
Anchorage, Alaska
Portland, Maine
Livonia, New York
Portland, Maine
Bath, Maine
Petoskey, Michigan
Portland, Maine
Lewiston, Maine
Katharine Moore '03 , summa cum laude, ¿nd Facuhy Scholastic Achieo¿ement
Awotdee , wíth father Robert Moore ' 7 4 .
"/ess Knox '04 (left), SBA presíÀent, ¿lndRicherd Roe'77, L. KinvinWroth
Dístinguished Alutrmus I a Award recipíent.
E
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Prizes Awarded at Graduation, Class of 2003
Faculty Scholastic Achievement Award-This award is
given to the member of the senior class who achieves, over
three years of law stud¡ the highest academic average.
Katherine Moore
Cumberland Bar Association Award-This annual award
is presented to the graduating senior who, in the determina-
don of the faculty, has made the greatest contribution to
the development of the School through scholarship, work
in theMaine Law Reuiew, and other student activities.
Jennifer Williams
Faculty Significant Achievement Awards-These awards
are presented to members of the senior class whose academ-
ic performance and/or overall contribution m the school
have been significant.
John Becut
SarahMmble
Don Billings
Jennt't'er Williams
Dawn-Mcrie Harmon
Gignoux Award for Appellate Advocacy-This award is
for the graduating senior who has demonstrated excellence
in advocacy skills through rnoot court programs.
Valerie Lovel"t
Faculty Award for Tiial Advocacy-Awarded for out-
standing performance in advocacy courses.
LisøBog,Le
Chnrles Olcott
Wernick Prize for Legal Writing-This award was estab-
lished by friends and former colieagues to honor the memo-
ry of Justice Sidney \ü/emick. It is given to the student who
has submitted the best piece of legal scholarship during the
Year' 
Peter FeIrnIy,
"Beyonà the Reach of States: The Dormrmt Commerce
Clcuse, Extrqtewitorial Snte Regulation, ond
the Concerns of Federalism"
Independent Writing Award-Awa¡ded to the best
Independent \X/riting Proj ec t.
Rick Doyle,
"\X/hen the Bough Breaks: ShoulÅ Foster Parents in Maine
Hao,te Immtntity in\X/rongt'ulDeath end 1983 Actions?"
ABA/BNA Award for Excellence in the Study of
lntellectual Property Law
Pauick ArchibalÅ
ABA Award for Excellence in Labor and Employment
Law
Todd Ross
ABAÆNA Award for Excellence in the Study of
Health Law
Kenneth A\bert III
American Bankruptcy Institute Medal for Excellence in
Bankruptcy Studies
Jennifer Will.io¡ns
National Association of Women Lawyers Recognition
Award to a graduate who has contributed to the advance.
ment of women in society and promoted issues and con-
cems of women in the legal profession.
SarahMarble
Outstanding Scholastic Achievement Awards-
Presented by the Law Faculty for outstanding performance
in selected a¡eas of the curriculum.
Elizab erh H o ag--{Iini c al P r ac tic e
N ic ole P ctlaza-Taxation
Katherine Joyce-Enuironmental €d Mcuine Law
Andrew Wright-Criminal Law E Proceùne
Maine State Bar Association Pro Bono Student Award-
Awarded to a student whclse law-reiated services to the
communitl'', without compensation or education credil,
exemplifies the legal profession's tradition of pro bono ser'
vice. The recipient is to be selected by the Dean and
Faculty after consultation with the President of the Maine
State Bar Association.
Rick Doyle
Todd Jeffers
Law Alumni Association Award-The recipient of this
award is that person who, in the deterr¡ination of the facul-
ty, is an outstanding member of the senior class.
Denis CuLIeY
Student Bar Association Award for distinguished service
to the stlrdent body. (Selected by the SBA)
Conie Leighton
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Scott Harshbarger:
LZth Coffin Lecturer
I n Ocrober, Scott Harshbarger, former
I Arro,''.y ô.."rul of Massachusetts and
past president of Common Cause, visited
the Law School as the Frank M. Coffin
Lecturer on Law and Public Service.
Mr. Harshbarger served as Massachusett's
Attomey General from 1990 to 1999. In
1999, he was elected President of Common
Cause where he re-energized the organiza-
tion and guided its efforts in support offed-
eral carnpaign finance reform legislation.
He also expanded Common Cause's agenda
to include election reform and launched its
corporate govemance initiative. Mr.
Harshbarger left Common Cause in 2002
to join the Boston law firm of Murphy,
Hess, Toomey & Lehane.
ln his lecture, "Strengthening
Democracy: The Challenge of Public
Interest Law," presented at First Parish
Church in Portland, Mr. Harshbarger spoke
on a wide range ofsubjects concerning the
role of the public interest lawyer in today's
society, Using his own career as an exam-
ple, he spoke of his "vision of a public ser-
vant who happens to be a lawyer."
Mr. Harshbarger opined that the next
major issue involving the intersection of
law and public service would involve the
current crisis in corporate governance. He
added that this would expand from the pri-
vate to public sector, and to charities and
foundations as well.
The following day at the Law School,
Mr. Harshbarger met with Professor David
Cluchey's Business Association class and, at
lunch, joined Judge Frank Coffin and a
large group of students in a wide-ranging
discussion about his career and the role of
public interest lawyers. He noted that he
had held many positions during his long
career, and he encouraged young lawyers to
reexamine their career goals every three
years or so.
After graduation from law school, Mr.
Harshbarger served as the first General
Council to the Massachusetts State Ethics
Commission, as Deputy Chief Council of
the Massachusetts Public Defenders, as
Chief of the Public Protection Bureau in
the Massachusetts Attomey General's
Office and, for eight years, as District
Attomey for Middlesex County.
In addition to his service to the public,
Mr. Harshbarger has taught legal ethics at
Boston University Law School and has
been a visiting professor at the law schools
of Northeastem University ancl Harvard
University.
The Coffin Lecture on Law and Public
Service honors Judge Frank M. Coffin,
Senior Justice on the U,S. Court of
Appeals for the First Circuit and a long-
tirne friend of the University of Maine
School of Law. The lecture has brought to
the area many outstanding leaders to
explore and reflect on the intersection of
law and public service. Past Coffin lecturers
have included Supreme Court Justice Ruth
Bader Ginsburg, Secretary of Labor Robert
Reich, Senator'Warren Rudman, Professor
Cruz Reynoso, Alan Morrison, and
Professor Chai Feldblum.
Harshbarger speaks to law stuàents in the Moot Court Cløssroom
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Juàge FrankM. Cffin (Ieft) and ScottHmshbarger
0shen $cholan$ Recogn¡red
Last sþring, Bn'bro md Bemard
Osher hosted a receþtion for Osher
Scholørs from tl'troughout the state of
Maine. At the time, fíue Maine
Law stuÅents were reciþients of
Os/rcr ScÀolarships. Thc Oshers
haue created scholarship fmds at
many of Moine's undergraduate
coLleges and at the Law SchooL.
Barbro Osher (center) is seen with
Maine Law's Osher Schokus (from
L to r), Kenyon Shubert'05, John
Bean'03, Andrew Ellis'05, Sraci
Shaff er '04 and J oonna Wymon
'05 . Dean Khowy is picuued ín the
background. The OsÀers have creat'
ed. ut endowment dt the Law
School, as pmt of the Foundntíons
for the Futtne Comþaíp, to Þ'louide
these schoknshíps.
National 0utstanding Law $tudent 0f 2003
A nna N. Astvatsaturova'03, wasnamed the National Outstanding
Law Student of2003 by the editors of
"\(/ho's \ü/ho: American Law Students."
"l was shocked and very happy," said
Astvatsaturova, who was chosen from
more than 1,000 candidates nationwide.
She will be featured prominently in the
22nd edition of the publication and on
the Who's Who \Øeb site and also
receives a $500 prize.
Astvatsaturova was notified in
February that she would be included
among the top 100 law students, which
was a thrill in itself, and received word
in April that she was to be recognized as
No. 1 in the nation. !Øho's \Øho selec-
tion criteria include "achievement in the
study of law, service to the law school community, volunteer
service to the larger community, and/or pursuit of a law career
in spite of prohibiting factors."
Astvatsaturova, who along with her family came to the
United States in 1992 as an Armenian refugee from
Azerbaijan, was president of the Intemational Law Society at
Maine Law She organized afall2002 conference at the Law
School on the United Nations Intemational Criminal Court
after being one of25 students chosen to participate in the
court's esmblishment the previous summer. Now director of
education programs of the Independent Student Coalition for
the International Criminal Court, Astvatsaturova attends all
formal meetings of the court at the UN and is editor-in-chief
of the ISC-ICC law joumal and an ISC-ICC newsletter.
Backed by Associate Dean David Cluchey, and on behalf of
the Intemational Law Society, Regina J. Stabile '04 nominated
Astvatsaturova "because Anna showed a tremendous commit-
ment to international law and to bring-
ing awareness of intemational law mat-
ters to the Law School and to the greater
community."
\7hi1e at Maine Law, Astvatsaturova
also was involved with the Immigrant
Legal Advocacy Project and the
Volunteer Lawyers Project.
Stabile, who met her nominee while
working in the Garbrecht Law Library
said she was impressed by
Astvatsaturova's dedication and energy
and "felt Anna was the perfect person to
receive this award,"
"Anna's an extremely motivated
individual and has enriched both the
Law School and the greater communi-
t¡" said Stabile. "I'm so proud of her and
grateful that I not only got to work with he¡ but that we've
gotten to be good friends. Our society has shaped her, but she
hasn't forgotten where she came from. I think that's part of the
reason she's so interested in justice. She knows about things
that many of us-or at least l-have not experienced, things
that I never really stopped to think about or appreciate. But
most of all, Anna lets you know that you, too, can offer some-
thing unique."
In notifiiing the Maine Law community and congratulating
Astvatsaturova, Dean Colleen lGroury said, "Al1 of us-faculty,
staff, and students--take great pride in Anna's accomplishment."
Astvatsaturova, who spent the summer studying for the
Maine and Corurecticut bar exams, is continuing her pas-
sion-working for the ISC-ICC-and plans to pursue a career
in intemational law.
She will begin a clerkship at the newly established inrema-
tional criminal court in The Hague, Netherlands this year.
Ann¿ N. Astuatsannoua
T3
$taying in Touch: 0nline
f l-re Alurnr-ri Association Communication Committee is hoping mernbers of the
I Mrirl. Law cornrnunity will find it much easier to stay in touÃ.
As chair of the committee, Alfred C. Frawley lll'76 is working to get an online
alumni/ae direct(-rry up and rr,rnning.
"There's no real way to know what other people are doing, except for Maine Law's
alumni/ae rragazine," Frawley said. "The goal in creating this directory is to have a
much more robust relationship between the alumni/ae al-rd the Law School."
He noted that the Alurnni Association Board recently voted to enhance its \7eb
site. The most immediate goal for the site is to establish an online directory. This
online alumni/ae resource would supplement or repiace the printed version-which
last was produced in 1998, A printed directory is expensive to produce and distribute,
Frawley noted, and becomes outdated quickly.
"'We want to eventually have enough information to make it a great one-stop-shop
kind of resource-for the entire Law School community, including professors and stu-
dents," Frawley said. "'SØe would love to have the capability to link to legal resources,
case larv, 5¡¿¡¡¡s5-¿ncl we've talked about the possibiliry of having job postings or
'positions needed' postings and message boards. The more functkrns we have, the more
useful it will be."
Some progress has been made aiready in expanding the !Øeb site's resources. The
alumni rnagazine is no'¡'available online, with back issues being archivecl, and a section
has been clevoted to curent "Class Notes," allowing classmates to catch up on news.
The committee recently distributed a questionnaire to alumni/ae, seeking current
e-mail addresses and opinions on what ¡o include in an online directory. Frawley noted
the cornmittee is pulling together those ¡esults and sifting through data from the
Alumni Relations and Deveiopinent Office.
Communication Comrnittee members have decidecl that the clirectory will be secure
and passr.vord-protected. Users will also have the option to update their own directory
records by e-rnailing the Alumni Office, which will upclate the directory reguiarly. Users
will be able to search the directory by narne, class, state or area of iegal specialty.
Frawley said the committee also would like to provide a periodic e-mail newsletter.
"\Øe feel it's important to try to develop this online resource," he said. "There are
rnany o{ us who have a lot in common but no lvay of being in a common place
because of distance. The geographic spread of our alums is pretty remarkable, and it
would be a ffemendous help to be abie to look someone up online.
"lf I had a case in Connecticut, for exarnple, I'd have a vaglle idea but I wouldn't
know for sure which of rny classrnates was rhere. It'd be great to be able to see where
they are ancl know their area ofconcent¡ation."
For more information about the online directory, contact Frawley at
afrawley@preti.com or the Aiumni Relations and Developmenr Office ât
lawalumni@usm.maine.edu.
The alumni \X/eh aJdress is
mainelaw.maine. edr"y'alumni.htm.
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Nightmare on
Elm Street:
Reflections on a
Recent Visit to
the New Maine
State Prison
By Professor Melvyn Zarr
Y ou live on Elm Street, in wl-rat yor"rbelieve is a nice neigl-rbolhood. One
day, a neighbor corìes over ancl, r'ight
r-rnder your nose, steals your new power
lawnmower'. You protest, but d-re neighbor
mentions menacingly that yon had better
keep your mouth 5þ¡1¡-6l else. You call
the police, who come over and dutifully
write a report of what happened. They
seern uncomfortable. "Do you really want
to make a complaint?" they ask. "Of
course," yor-r reply, "'\X/hy not?" They tell
you, if you cornplain, you will be known as
a snitch, a rat. Youl thieving neighbor will
seek retribution. Your othel neighbors will
shun you. Nobody likes a snitch. Your
options, yoll are told, are to fight the thief,
steal sorneone else's lawnmower or trrove
out of the r-reighborhood. What kind of
choices are these, you wonder? And then,
tl-rankfully, you wake up. It's all been a bad
di'earn. Thank goodr-iess.
These thoughts calrìe to mind after a
recent visit to the new Maine State Prisor-r
in Wamen with sorne of my Criminal Law
students. The prison is a bland-new, nearly
state-of.the.art facility. \7hat is nor new is
the rnanagement doctrine and culture. Boss
cons still help run the jourt and woe Lrnto a
prisoner who is low on the pecking older.
This observation is not lneant to be crit-
ical of the correctiol-r officers. They are
r-rnderstaffed, underpaid, and ovelworked.
T1-iey do their best to cope. A big part of
their coping strategy is to co-opt the boss
cons in order to keep the joint fi'om erupt-
ing. Ancl it works. Prison riots or wholesale
disturbances ale few and far between. \Vhat
is pervasive, howeveq is a climate of fear
and intirnidation. Assaults are everyday
occurrences. The victirns are told to fight
back or move into segregation. Fighting
back may get yoll injured more seriously
and segregation is a nasty experience. But it
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can't be helped. Or at least the correction
officers can't help you. They're too busy
and they don't want to rile up the boss
cons.
The juxtaposition of the new physical
plant and the old culture is jarring. Vewed
namowly, the systern works to keep the
prison running on a day-to-day basis. But
florn a broader perspective, the system is
bad public policy.
The "correctional" experience socializes
prisoners into a culture whele the law of
the jungle prevails: Be a predator or get
preyed upon. After years ofdaily struggle,
most prisoners are released into society,
where they find that their inverted values
don't serve them well. And the vast major-
ity find themselves back in prison.
This is not a call for the coddling of
prisoners. It is a call that we properly staff
and manage our prisoners in such a way
that the values of society are rnodeled in
thern. That means that crimes are pun-
ished, rules are enforced, and the weak are
protected from the strong.
Unless we do this, we may find that our
communities are contaminated by the
inverted values leamed in prison. And we
may awake to leam that the nightmare on
Elm Smeet is real.
t¡n$t Annual Ma¡ne State Pnison ïoun
O\)er 40 law students uísited the Maine Sta¿e Prison ínWindhom last spring, in what Professor Mebln ZaTr hoþes reþ-
resented the first annual ktw student tor,Lï of the facility. The stutlent uisitors uiewed a video recordíng a prisoner on pris-
oner assauk and a contraband pass cmd tow'ed the facilitl with prison personnel. Following their experience at the
Þïison, students debated and examíned newlry informed oþíníons on everything from prison staffing leuels to the basic
rationale of imprisonment. Shown above from let't to right are Professor Meluyn Zarr, Caþtaín Dauíd Cøder, Sgt.
Harold Abbott, Sgr. Gerald V/iLIey, and Chrß Darg¡e '05 . Professor Zarr, who teaches Criminal clnd CiviL Procedure
coarses, is a t'ormer chair of the State of Maine's Pmole Board.
llleuu Assistant llinector of Alumn¡ Relations
I asa Porciello besan her duties as Assistant Director of Alumni Relations
d 
"nd 
De',relop*"ît in October. Porciello will work closely with the lead-
ership of the Alumni Association on alumni activities including the Annual
Fund, Maine Law magazine, and the Alumni Association's new \ü/eb site'
She is a graduate of Swarthmore College and holds a master's degree
from the University of rhe Arrs in Philadelphia. A Maine native from the
\Øaterville area, she held several positions in development and public rela-
tions before retuming to Maine last year.
For a number ofyears, Porciello has been a volunteer spokesperson ancl
fundraiser for The Hunger Project, an intemational organization that works
to address the social conditions that give rise to chronic hunger. She
explained that her work with the organization has allowed her the opportu.
nity to apply professional skills locally while impacting a global issue.
She is also active in the arts in the Portland area where she participates
in a writers'group and volunteers at the Merrill Auditorium.
"l look forward to being part of a team that will help build the Law
School's resources-both for what it provides the students and graduates,
and for what it means for Maine," she said. Porciello's e-mail address is
porciello@usm.maine.edu and her phone number is (207) 780.4342.
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Dean Godfrey Celebrates
90th Birthday
FredHmt,fomerDeanof theUniuersity of NewMexicoLaw School, surpn-ses DemGodfrel athß90thbirthdny celebration.
ln July, over 100 lriends of Dean ErneritusI Erlward S. Codfrey helped celebrate his
90th birthday at the Law School. Guests,
some who travelecl from as far as Oregon
ancl New Mexico to join in the festivities,
included law school faculty, judges, former
students, law scl-rools deans, and former law
clerks. Arnong those attending were Fred
Hart, former Dean of the University of
New Mexico Law School, and former
Maine Law Dean and current Dean of the
Vermont Law School, L. Kinvin Wroth
with his wife Dee.
Universiry of Maine School of Law
Dean Colleen A. Khoury presented Dean
Godfrey with a "deed in perpetuity" to his
office which is located in the School's
library. During the presentation, Dean
Khoury remarked that "Ed Godfrey is a
remarkable person who must have supemat-
ural powers to achieve so many accomplish-
ments over the years. Unfortunately, he was
not able to make the sun to shine today
(causing the celebration to be held inside)."
Tò the enjoyment of those present, Dean
Goclfrey irnmediately retorted, "How do you
know that I didn't waú it to rain?"
Dean Hart bestowed on Dean Godfrey
a certificate frorn the University of
New Mexico rnaking him the School's
first "tenured" visiting professor and
welcoming him back to New Mexico
anytime he wished. \7hi1e a visiting
professor at the University of New Mexico
Law School, Dean Godfrey made rnany
friends in that area.
Many of Dean Godfrey's former luclicial
clerks from the years (\97 6-1983) when he
served on the
Maine Judicial
Supreme Cou¡t also
attended the birth-
day party. They
inch-rded Jonatl-ran
Levy, who traveled
from Oregon for the
occasion.
The party fea-
tured a large cake
(at left) with repli.
cas of the original
University of Maine
School of Law and
the currenl Law
School Building.
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MAPIT AUGT¡On
Raises $21,000
fhe spring Maine Association ofI Prbli. lnreresr Law (MAPIL)
Auction broke all records this year
raising over $21,000 for summer
public interest fellowships. Chairing
the auction committee for MAPIL
were Regina Stabile '04 and
Kenyon Shubert '05. A standing-
room-only crowd bid high and often
for items such as dinners given by
faculty members, vacation weekends,
and sailing trips. Cuest auctioneers
included Attomey Tèrry Garmey
and Former Maine Supreme Court
Chief Justice Daniel Wathen '65.
I
NeiI Prendergast'04 at the MAPIL Auction.
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Pnofesson tall0n flffens lessons 0n
Wan anü Personal Fneedoms
I n a timely presentation to the Law School in April 2003,I Harvard Law Professor Richard H. Fallon Jr. discussed
"Constitutional Rights in !Øartime." Vsiting the Law School as
a Dean's Distinguished Scholar, Professor Fallon reviewed the
history of constitutional rights during wartime in light of present
day events in the war on terrorism.
Professor Fallon noted the many restrictions placed on per-
sonal freedoms, starting with the Civil \Øar through World War
II, and concluded that with each period of war, there have been
fewer and fewer restrictions. "Constitutional rights have been
treated better in subsequent wars...better in
each war," he said. "Things seem to get
better as people leam from each previous
experience."
Professor Fallon said that substantive
constitutional rights of citizens were doing
"okay" during the curent war on terrorism, if
compared to past situations. He said there were
fewer invasions of privacy rights of citizens,
although he was disturbed about rumors and
reports conceming racial profiling in some
cases.
In contrast, Professor Fallon said, the rights
of non'citizens had been restricted. He cited
instances of govemment detention of aliens
without access to lawyers, and questioned the
indefinite holding of war prisoners. He noted
that the restrictions on corrstitutional rights
are expected during wartime, but usually only for the finite peri-
od of the conflict. In contrast, the war on terrorism has no
named enelrry and no end in sight, which raises serious concems.
Professor Fallon teaches Constitutional Law, Federal Courts
and Constitutional Legal Theory at Harvard Law School. He is
the author of numerous books and scholarly articles on constitu.
tional law and the federal courts. A graduate ofYale [¿w School,
he is a Maine native who served as Press Secretary for then.
Congressman l7illiam S. Cohen during his college years.
rl
Haruail Law School Professor Richard, FaLkm sþeaks on "Constítunonal Rrghes in VÃartíme," a Deat's
D istinpishe d S choLa Le ctur e .
Pictwed from left to right,
J ím B ailins on, In-hous e
Counsel for the Maine
Medical Assocíation
(MMA); Andrew
MacLean'91 , General
Counsel €l Director of
Gouernmental Affaírs,
MMA;WiILiam Stil¿s'95
of VerríIL E DanaLLP;
andGwen Simons'05,
President of the Student
Heahhlaw Associatíon,
gathered for a Heakh l-aw
Practítíoner Panel ín
October.
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Dean Khoury Receives the
Margaret Brent'Women Lawyers
of Achievement Award
I
)
The American Bar Association has
I hor-,or.d Dean Colleen Khoury with its
highest mark of distinction for women: the
Margaret Brent'Women Lawyers of
Achievement Award.
Dean Khoury one of five recipients
nationwide in 2003, was presented with
the award on August 10 at the ABAs
Annual Meeting in San Francisco.
The ABA Commission on Women in
rhe Profession established the award 13
years ago to recognize and celebrate the
accomplishments of women lawyers.
Honorees have "achieved professional
excelience in their fields and influenced
other women to pursue legal careers,
opened doors for women lawyers in a
variety of job settings that historically were
closed to them, or advanced opportunities
for women within a practice area or
segment of the profession."
The award-whose distinguished recipi'
ents include former U.S. Attorney General
Janet Reno and U.S. Suprerne Court
Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg-is named for
Margaret Brent, the first American woman
lawye¡ who demanded "a vote and voice"
for women in 1648 before the Maryland
Assembly.
Dean Khoury also has taken a strong
stand for women, and the'!7omen's Law
Section of the Maine State Bar Association
recognized this in 199?, presenting her
with Maine's equivalent of the Margaret
Brent Award: the Caroline Duby Glassman
Award. The award is named for the first
woman member of the Maine Supreme
Judicial Courr.
Before becoming Maine Law's first
woman Dean in 1998, Colleen Khoury
chaired a 12-member Maine Commission on
Gender, Justice, and the Courts. The
Commission was established by Maine's
highest court to identify attitudes and behav'
iors in Maine's judicial system that reflected
or might be perceived to reflect gender bias,
to consider how gender affects the treatment
of men and women in the legal environ-
ment, and to make remedial recommenda-
tions. The court has implemented most of
the Commission's 59 recommendations.
"That's just one of Dean Khoury's
numerous accomplishments," noted
Victoria Powers '89, part of a group of
'S7omen's Law Section members that first
nominated the Dean for the Margaret
Brent Award in 1997. Since then, the
group has made a concerted effort to show
the ABA "Colleen's attributes-on a
national level, from political comers, to
academics, to her volunteer work, to the
public sector.
"This was her year. We're all extremely
proud of her," said Powers, "\7e're interest-
ed in rnaking sure women are recognized
for their diligence and the work they do. It
was easy to do this for Colleen because
she's so fabulous. It's a wonder{ul example
of people believing in her and wanting to
make sure she got the due she deserves, and
in her hurnble way, she knows what a big
to-do rhis isl
"The Margaret Brent Award is huge' In
terms of women's law, this is the Best
Actress Award," said Powers, a member of
the Alumni Association Board of
Directors. "It's the best you can get."
Patricia A. Peard '88, a'S7omenb Law
Section member who also helped with the
nomination, said there are countless
reasons why Dean Khoury is deserving of
the award.
"Colleen has just done so much in so
many areas and is a wonderful leader"'
said Peard. "She has worked incredibly
ha¡d to advance the interests of women,
and has accomplished so many things.
I'm just really happy that the ABA
agreed with us and that they've recog-
nized her."
Besides "elevating the stature of the
Dean," Peard noted that the Margaret
Brent Award gives Maine School of Law
national prominence.
"lt's a bit overwhelming," Dean Khoury
said. "l'm obviously honored and surprised.
It means a great deal to me that so many
tremendous women have nominated me
and supported me. It feels like it's actually
an award for the'!7omen's Law Section
and women lawyers of Maine." Also pre'
sent at the luncheon were Richard Peirce
Dean Cc¡LIeen Khour^') acceÞts the Mcngcuet Brent
'í/omenltwyers of Achieuement Aumd, the American
Bar Association's htghex mark of distínction for women in
the profession. DeanKhoury was one of fiue recipients
nationwide in 2003 . Former distínguished teciþíens
include former U.S. Attorney GeneraLJanetReno mtd
U.S. Szpreme Cowt Justice Ruth Baàer Ginsblr g.
'?l,Ira Waldman '76, andJames Stolley
'93.
Dean Khoury is a Po¡tland resident and
a native of Queens, N.Y. She earned her
undergraduate degree in government from
Colby College, and did graduate work in
political science at the University of
Chicago. Before entering law school, she
se¡ved as director of information and devel'
opment for two social service agencies in
Chicago. She graduated first in her class in
1975 {rom Illinois Institute of
Tèchnology/Chicago-Kent College of Law
After nine years as a tax attomey at
Bell, Boyd & Lloyd in Chicago-she was
the third woman partner in the firm's his-
tory-Dean Khoury and her husband,
David Karrake¡ moved to Maine when she
was named general counsel for Ventrex
Laboratories in Pordand. She became a
professor at Maine Law in 1985, and was
appointed Dean in 1998.
This year's other Margaret Brent Award
honorees are: the Hon, Martha Craig
Daughtrey of the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Sixth Circuit in Nashville, Tènn.;
Charyle O. Farris, of the Law Office of
Charyle O. Farris in l7ichita Falls, Tèxas;
Joanne Garvey, a partner in Heller,
Ehrman, \,Xy'hite &. McAuhffe LLP in San
Francisco; and Michele Coleman Mayes,
senior vice president and general counsel
for Pitney-Bowes in Stamford, Conn.
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Professor David Cluchey taught a two-
week course in June and July for the St.
Petersburg Summer Law Program (an
ABA-accredited summer law program spon-
sored by Cleveland State university) in St.
Petersburg, Russia. The subject of the lec-
rures was Intemational Tiade Law and
Finance.
Professor John Duff co-authored, with
Jill Hunter'04, an op-ed article that ran in
the PartlttnÃPress HeralÀ in June, entitled
"Cruise Ships Are Welcome Here, But
Pollution Should Be Kept In Check." The
article was a product of the Environmental
Law Clinic taught by Professor Duff
"!7hile the piece carries two authors'
names, the fact is the entire group of clinic
students-John Elmen, Jill Hunter, Jim
Liddell, Kathleen Robertson and Laura
\Øelles-worked hard on the project,"
noted Duff.
Professor Christine Galbraith's article
"Access Denied: Improper Use of the
Computer Fraud and Abuse Act to Control
Information on Publicly Availabie Intemet
'Web 
sites" has been accepted for publica-
tion in theUniversity of MmylmÅLaw
Reuiew. The target date for publication is
January 2004
Dean and Law School Professor
Colleen A. Khoury has been presented the
American Bar Association's Margaret Brent
Award at their meeting in August. You can
read more about this prestigious award on
the facing page.
Professor Lois Lupica, who has written
extensively in the areas of bankruptcy and
commercial law, was selected by the
Business Bankruptcy Committee of the
American Bar Association to serve as Vice-
Chair and Co-Reporter of the Täsk Force
on Chapter 1 1.
In April, Professor Alison Rieser pre-
sented "Is Your Tuna
Dolphin-Safe? The
Law, Science and
Politics of Marine
Conservation" to the
Environmental Law
Society. Later in
April, she described a
work-in-progress at
the faculty scholarship colloquium entitled
"Scientific Uncertainty and the 'Best
Available Science'standard in U,S. Marine
Conservation Law." In June she met with
Rep. Tom Allen on Capitol Hill to discuss
pending fisheries legislation and ocean poli-
cy developments. In July, Professor Rieser
spent a week as a distinguished visiting con.
servation scholar at the Duke University
Marine Laboratory in Nonh Carolina.
Pro{essor Martin Rogoff's article, "One,
Two, Three, Four,
Five and Counting: A
Sixth French
Republic?" has been
accepted for publica.
tion by the Coltmbia
Joumal of Ewoþecut
I-aw.It is scheduled
for publication rhis fall.
In May, Professor Jennifer Wriggins
was elected a member of the American
Law Institute. During June she made three
presentations: "Teaching Domestic
Violence in the First Year Torts Class¡oorr"
at the Law &. Society Association Annual
Meeting in Pittsburgh; "Domestic Violence
as lntentional Torts: Incorporat ing
Domestic Violence into the Torts
Curriculum" at the Association of
American Law Schools Mid-Year Meeting
in New York City; and "Domestic Molence
as Tortious Activity" to Maine Law faculty.
Her article, "Rape, Racism, and the Law,"
is discussed in the newly published book,
Introducnon to F eminist IægaI Theory (Znd
Edition) by Martha Chamallas, In addition,
the article was reprinted in a new book,
The Criminal I wace Sy stem utÅ Women,
edited by Barbara Raffel Price and Natalie
J. Sokoloff The recent book,Inswancelnw
mdPolicy, by Tom Baker refers to Professor
\Triggins's article "Domestic Violence
Torts" as "an insightfui analysis of the sig-
nificance of insurance to victims of domes.
tic violence."
Starting rhis fail, Professor Nancy
Wanderer '90, Director of the Law
School's Legal \X/riting Program, will be the
editor of rhe U nifomn Maine Citøtions.
Recently, Professor'Wanderer, working
with members of theMainel-aw Reo,.tiew,
Charles Leadbetter '72, a¡d her research
assisranrs Regina Stabile '04 and
Katharine McCarthy '05, updated and
prepared for publication the third edition
of the UniformMaine Ciønons. The new
edition will be available in the next edition
of theMaine Law Reuiew and at their \Øeb
siter http://mainelaw.maine.edu/lawreview
At the end of the
2002-03 school yea¡
Professor Mehryn
Zarr ¡eceived the Law
School'.s Tèacher of
the Year Award for
teaching excellence
from the University of
Southem Maine's Faculty Senate.
Former Dean and Edward S. Godfrey
Professor Donald Zillman's revised supple-
ment for MaineTortLaw, which was co-
edited with Jack Simmons and Jane
Gregory, has been published. In May,
Professor Zillman spoke to the Bangor area
John Waldo Ballou American Inn of Court
on the topic of U.S. war policy from the
Kaiser to Saddam. He also served as chair
of the Apportionment Commission to
reapportion the Maine Legislature, county
commissioner seats and the U.S.
Congressional Districts,
Pn0fessor Ma¡nc Jo¡ns Lauu taculty
Professor Jeffrcy A. Maine, who joined the Maine Law faculty in August,
jokingly told Dean Colleen Khoury while interviewing for the job that it was
nice to have the Law School named after him.
"And she told me, 'Yes, and it didn't cost you a dime!"'Her good-
humored response confirmed his feelings that Maine Law was the right place
for him.
Professor Maine, who is teaching Federal Income Tax and Es¡ate and Gift
Tax thls fall, came here from Tèxas \Tesleyan Universiry School of Law, where he taught a
variety of tax law courses for six years while serving for two years as Associate Dean for
Academic Affairs. He also has taught at Stetson Universiry College of Law and the University
of Idaho College of Law and worked as an associate for Holland &. Knight in Florida.
Professor Maine found Maine Law attractive for several reasons.
"Tèxas \ü/esleyan is much larger than Maine Law," he explained. "\ü/hile large schools have
their attraction, I enjoyed teaching at ldaho, which is similar to Maine in many ways. There
was a serìse of community there very much like there is here. The close interaction with stu-
dents and faculry possible at a small school is important to me'" 
continued on þage 20
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Ilrolessor Thomas M. \X/ard has been a
l'mernOer ot the Law Jcnool taculty slnce
197 6. He teaches Contracts, Commercial
Law, Bankruptcy, and Intellectual Property'
He was on sabbatical last year, as a
Msiting Research Professor at Seattle
University School of Law. Besides teaching
there, he was a consultant to a teafn of
pater-rt lawyers ancl economists who were
helping other lawyers and their clients in a
technology deal. Professor Ward focused on
the questions that arise when buying or
licensing intellectual property assets in
bankruptcy.
Because of his expertise on the coûìmer-
cial side of intellectual property law,
Professor \Øard's roie and approach to
teaching have changec{ substantially over
his 27 years at the Law School. Here, he
discusses some of those changes and other
experiences:
Q E."rf, out of law school, did you
know you wanted to teach?
A *o, at all. I graduated from Notre
Dame Law in the middle of the Vietnam
\ü/ar. I had a 1A draft classification and I
was just waiting for my draft letter. I want'
ed to practice law, but I turned down a
clerkship and a law firm job in
Philadelphia because I knew I couldn't
really rnake any commitments. Ed Murphy,
my contracrs professor at Notre Dame,
called his friend John Cribbet, then the
Dean at Illinois, and asked if he needed
short-term help. Illinois offered me a job as
a graduate teaching assistant. I took the job
although I had no real interest in teaching.
I wound up loving it and thought, "!7ell,
isn't this a good, fun thing to do for a
year?" Then, as luck would have it, I never
got drafted. After that year at lllinois, I
took a clerkship with the Federal District
Court in Vermont, and then practiced for
two years in Burlington. I loved my law
practice in Vermont, but teaching was
always in the back of my mind.
0A How did you wind up here?\ü/e11, you can blame (Professor)
z0
Orlando Delogu for that. \ü/hile I was in
Vermont, (now Dean Emeritus) Ed
Godfrey called me over because he needecl
somebody to flll in as a visitor. He talked to
me in November and needed soÍìeone to
start in January. I couldn't walk away from
the law firm on such short notice, but I
told him, and Orlando, to keep me in mind
if they needed permanent faculty later on
down the road. After thar conversation, I
decided to try teaching if I had another
opportunity and rnore lead time. The very
next year, I got a job at South Carolina
Law School. They hired eight new young
faculty members that year-we all became,
and still are, good friends. During my
fourth year there, John Cribbet asked me to
come back to Illinois as a Visiting Professor.
After I told Illinois that I'd fill in for a year,
Orlando called and asked me to interview
for a job at Maine-apparently, I later
found out, without any actual authority to
do sol I had to decline because of my com-
mitment to Illinois. But when he asked rne
again the next fall-this time I think he
was authorizedl-my wife, Carol Ann, and
I decided it was time to get back to New
England. The rest, as they say, is history.
Q *nu, did you think of Maine Law
initially?
A , ,"^, happy with the decision from
the start. A lot of the fun of teaching law is
getting on with your colleagues, and I liked
Pnofcssop Malne Jolns law tacülty (contínued)
"l was looking for a smaller school with an impressive faculty. I
also wanted to be in an area with both cultural amenities and out-
door recreation. I love to fly fish and I also have a bass boat. Maine
Law-and the state of Maine-just seemed like the right fit."
Professor Maine said he was impressed that Maine Law has its
own Tèchnology Law Center and a Patent Program and that it is
expanding its focus on intellectual property issues-his specialty.
"l have been focusing my research and writing on the taxation of
intellectual property, a subject niche that has been relatively unde'
veloped. Maine Law is a school that's growing and developing intel'
lectual property programs, and I'm really glad to be a part of that."
Professor Maine said he likes the emphasis on research and
scholarship at Maine Law. He also was intrigued by the long service
of some of his new colleagues. "Quite a few professors have been
here a long time, and that says a lot about Maine Law."
In spring 2004, Professor Maine will teach Corporate Täx and a
Täxation of Intellectual Property seminar in which he'Il make use
of the two books he's co-authored: Intellectual Proþerty Taxation:
Transaction cmÅLitigation Issøes (BNA, 2003) and Intellectual
Proþerty Taxqtion: Problems €l Materials (Carolina Academic Press,
2003).
Professor Maine-honored as Professor of the Year at both ldaho
and Têxas \ilesleyan-noted that he tries to make tax fun. "You
don't need to bring a calculator to my class," he joked, "but you do
need a copy of the Intemal Revenue Code. I iove using interesting
cases and examples to bring the code to life."
"Although I use the Socratic method, I rely heavily on the prob-
lem-solving method, which is well.suited to the study of tax' The
problem method requires students to ferret out the relevant facts,
identifu applicable rules, and apply those rules to the facts. This
helps students realize any deficiency in their understanding early on
instead of during an exam."
After eaming a bachelor's degree and an MBA from Florida
Atlantic University, Professor Maine eamed his law degree in 1993
from Stetson University College of Law, where he served as editor'
in-chief of the Stetson Law Reuiew. He also eamed an LL.M. in
1994 from the University of Florida College of Law where he was
managing editor of the Floridn Tøx Reuiew. Professor Maine is also a
ceftified public accountant.
the people here immediately. I also liked
the fact that the school was small. I was
rhe product of a small ciass at Notre
Dame-the level of collegiality and the
level of engagement was very high. The
teaching environment was, and is, much
the same at Maine and the library was both
sÍong and accessible.
0A What did you teach?I taught the basic Contracts course
and the U.C.C. courses. That's what I did
then, and to a great extent, that's what I
still do. \Mhat is new under the sun is that
my research and teaching have turned
toward intellectual property law
0A How did that come about?In the early 1980s, I started doing
some work for the Franklin Pierce Law
Center in Concord, N.H. I put together a
set of cont¡acts/licensing materials fo¡ their
master's program in intellectual property
and I began teaching in their Intellectual
Property Summer Institute. Franklin Pierce
was years ahead ofthe intellectual property
curve. W'hen I started going over there, I
knew contracts and I knew licensing, but I
didn't have a lot of background in intellec-
tual property law. At the time, Maine was
offering one intellectual property course
every other year. Maine was not unlike
most other schools around the country at
that point in time-the law school world
has certainly changed in the last few years.
Q H"* did you learn enough about
intellectual property to teach it?
A , l"ur.r.d by reading a lot and jusr get-
ting down in the dirt and doing it with
people who knew more than I did! Very
often I learned as much from rny students
as I taught them. The faculty at Franklin
Pierce was a huge help-they all loved to
talk about their special inreresrs within the
field. I consider myself a living argument
for inter-faculty collaboration. The work I
do with the IP Summer Institute at
F¡anklin Pierce continues to stimulate my
teaching and my research. I try to bring
the things I've done in this field to my
Maine Law classes. The content of my
contracts and commercial law courses
draws on my experience with all manner
of technology transfers and reflects the
growing importance of information assets.
My seminar at the Law School on the
Commercial Law of Intellectual Property is
a direct product of my recent activity in
this area. Another product of that activiry
is my recent t¡eatise-lntellectuøl Proþerty
in Contmerce (\Øest Group rev. ed. 2002).
The book would never have happened
without the support and encouragement of
the Deans and the faculty at both Maine
and Franklin Pierce.
Q 
"o* 
long did it take to write a
book?
A W"tt, I gor the conrracr in 1994, and
it took six years to publish the firsr edition.
I revised it for a third time this sumrrer. As
soon as I turned in this year's revised pages,
I started gathering the cases and other
chestnuts for next year. To make sure that
it's cu¡rent and that it has continuity, I try
to squeeze the actual writing into the last
four or five weeks before the publisher's
deadline.
0A Who is reading your book?I'm not sure who is actually reaÅing it!
It's being marketed to business and licens.
ing lawyers. The price puts it beyond a
srudent budget but it's in most law school
libraries now so it's accessible. I think
students will find it useful as a resource.
Q U must be gratifying to have a book
published...
A t, is very satisfuing. But I'rn always
running to keep up. The courts are dealing
with vast areas of uncertainty. The cases
spin off in a number of different directions,
so I'm giad to have the chance to revise it
annually. This is an area of the law where
you would not want to have your words
frozen in tirne.
Q 
"o* 
has the way you teach changed
over the years?
A ,o, a long time, I was just a case,
problem and blackboard guy. I say "just"
with a real sense of accomplishment
because effective use of the case or problem
method ls high arr. Neverrheless, I've
adapted to the technology that is also at
the core of my research enterprise. I now
supplement my basic case and problem
method with an occasional PowerPoint
slide show to help illustrate complex con.
cepts or transactions. I had to adapt
because this stuff is now the medium in
which we receive and ¡ework our informa-
7I
tion. As the rrediums of communication
change and expand, so must the tools of
the teacher.
Q *, are you so interested in
Commercial Law and IP?
A , ¡ot tr-rUly tell students that I'm always
available to them because I have no life-
outside of what I teach and write about.
Actually, I think I've always been interest.
ed in this stuff and I appreciate the fact
that what I do now builds on what I've
done before. At Penn, I studied political
econorny and public finance. I was fascinat-
ed by the way the econolny worked itself
out and how the law either facilitated or
regulated those workings. In law school, I
was drawn to courses that dealt with the
marketplace, wealth distribution and gov.
emment intervention within the economic
system. In rny law practice, I hacl banks,
public utilities and private colleges as my
clients. My wife thinks that this stuff is
pretty boring, but I still find thar ir fills up
my cLrp every day. And even though Carol
Ann doesn't have rnuch interest in the
subjects I teach, she can identify with my
passion for teaching. She is a speech clini-
cian and special education teacher and is
driven by many of the sarne demons.
l^J S" you actually do have a life
outside work...
A tn dad told me thar if I found the
right woman most everything else would
find its own place. Carol Ann and I have
been rnarried for 36 years, and we have
three great kids. Our daughter, Jill-the
only other lawyer in the family-is the
Federal Director for the Coalition to Stop
Gun Volence-a big-time !Øashington
lobbyist on the side of the angels. Matt, our
youngest, is a consultant for a financial
software company who works in Chicago,
and on occasion, in Paris. Our oidest son,
Adam, is a guidance counselor and coach
on Bainbridge Island across the harbor
from Seattle. The best part about visiting
at Seattle University this past year was
being able to spend time with him, his
wife, Amanda, and our first grandson,
Andrew. Lots of things in life are overrated,
but being a grandfather isn't one of them.
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RichardL. Roe'77
There'.s no rnistakins this rnuch about
I Ri.h".d L. Roe '7?, ,hi, year's recipi-
ent of the L. Kinvin Wroth Distinguished
Alumni Award: he's a practical guy.
That's clear when he matter.of-factly
reveals his reason for choosing Maine Law.
"When I decided to go to law school, I was
living in Mexico. I came down with a
hordble tropical disease, and I could think
only of going somewhere cool anc{
hospitable. !7hat sealed it for me was that
Maine had a $25 refi-rndable c{eposit," he
explained with a chuckle.
Roe's choices since graduating bring
horne the point as well. He's built his
career on teaching people the practical side
of the law. As a professor at Georgetown
University Law Centeq he helped develop
and now runs its highly touted D.C. Street
Law Clinic.
Georgetown's Street Law program, start-
ed in 1972, involves sending law students
into high school classes to teach students
about the practical side of the law-about
how it affects their daily lives and what to
do if confronted with a legal problern but
also about their rights and responsibilities.
Georgetown Law students teach in 15
D.C. high schools and aiso provide
law-related education in prisons, horneless
shelters, and supportive housing for HIV
positive people.
About 40 of the roughly 200 U'S. law
schools now have Street Law ptograms,
Professor Roe explained, and they're also in
place in other parts of the world. He has
traveled extensively in recent years, help-
ing to start Street Law progratns in
England, Slovakia and the Czech Republic.
These programs have been found to reduce
delinquent behavior and positively change
teens' attitudes about the law.
"Tèaching law is consiclered conven'
tional, but my classes are just the opposite,"
said Professo¡ Roe. "'We try not to teach in
a conventional way and try to get rnaxi-
rnum student participation. lVe show law
students how we'd like them to teach."
And to do that, Professor Roe said he
draws on what he experienced at Maine
Law on a daily basis.
"l've really tried to make it a hospitable
environment-the kind of environment I
found at Maine. That's canied over to what
we do here," he said. "l want the Street Law
Program to be a comfortable, supportive
place for snrdents to be creative while get-
ting a progressive and rigorous education."
With a "teacher's mentality and sensi-
bilities" and his legal aptitude, Professor
Roe said he couldn't be more suited to his
job.
\7hi1e finishing Law School, he
answered a blind ad in The New York
Times for a job in a "legal education set'
ting" in Washington. Roe was thrilled to
learn that it meant being invoived with
Street Law at Georgetown. He became
assistant to the director of the affiliated
non-profit National Street Law Institute
(now Street Law, Inc.) working on special
projects and grant writing. After three
years, a teaching position opened up and
he became an adjunct faculty member at
Georgetown, teaching Street Law.
In 1983, Georgetown began to require
rnore full-time faculty, and Roe's position
was converted to Assistant Professor, He
became a full professor in 1990'
"l was very excited. I knew it was the
perfect job for me," he said. "lt's been a
blast."
Along the way, Professor Roe has
helped create many noteworthy projects,
and he is understandably proud of one in
particlrlar. Inspired by reading with his own
three sons when they were younger, in
1991 he established the D.C. Family
Literacy Project, which teaches incarcerat-
ed parents the importance of reading to
their children.
"Basically, we sit down with prisoners
ancl suggest they read some chilclren's books
with their kids. It sounds so simple, but it's
a very powerful thing," Professor Roe said.
"Many inmates have experienced coercive
or directive relationships, so their kicls live
in a wolld that's arbitrary and where power
is wielded harshiy. If children and their par'-
ents are to be civic'rninded people, that
lelationship has to change, and reading
together is a great first steP."
Deveioping the Family Literacy Project
has led to an interest in researching how
children develop their attitudes toward the
law. Professor Roe created a popular semi-
nar at Georgetown-Literacy and Law-
rhat examines connections between emer'
gent readers and the law.
"As people develop literacy, the way
they.learn to read shapes their legal culture.
Täke a farnily that respects the child and
responds to questions while reading' That
child not only leams to read but also devel-
ops a view of the law in that she knows she
has a voice, she understands due process to
a certain extent. On the other extreme you
have a farnily that yells at the kids and
doesn't read to them. Not only doesn't the
child gain language and intellectual abili-
ties, but she has a view of the law as arbi'
trary and feeis she doesn't have a voice,"
Professor Roe explained.
Law students in Literacy and Law read
weekly to children at a nearby housing pro'
ject, and rnany of Professor Roe's students
have written thought.provoking children's
books as a result.
Professor Roe also created the
Georgetown Even Start Project, which
helps homeless families in the D.C. area,
and this February he started a program that
teaches landlord-tenant matters to people
living with HIV and AIDS. He also runs a
Street Law Community Clinic in the sum-
rner with 10 Georgetown Law students.
As if that weren't enough, Professor Roe
is involved in developing a public charter
high school, Thurgood Marshall Academy,
in the Anacostia neighborhood of D.C.
Some of his law students proposed the
school in 1999, and he heiped to start it in
2001. The Academy's focus is the law, civic
participation and the development of criti-
cal thinking skills.
Maine Law's 2003 Distinguished
Alumni said his most important activiry by
far, however, is spending time at home in
Silver Spring, Md., with his wife, Dianne
Piche-executive director of the Citizens
Commission on Civil Rights-and their
children: Dan, 17; Tim, 14, and
Christopheq 11. Professor Roe coaches
soccer, and likes to cross-country ski, travel
and jog.
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W l-rile clerking for a Superior Cor-rtjudge in Bangor fresh out of Mair-re
f¿\Ä', Paula D. Silsby '76had the good
fortune to sit in on a bind-over healing in
which George Mitchell was the defendar-Lt's
court-appointed lawyer.
Silsby got to talking with Mitchell, and
he asked what she hoped to do when her
clerkship was over. Having worked the ple-
vious summer in the U.S. Attomey's office
in Bangor, she didrr't hesitate.
"l said I'd like to be the next Assistant
U.S. Attorneyl" said Silsby, r'ecalling how
improbable tl-rat seemed at that time given
thar thele wel'e just two assistant's in
Maine and that no wol'nan had evel held
the position.
It happened that Mitchell-who,
among othel things, later becarne the U.S.
Senate Majolity Leacler and a peace nego-
tiator in northern lleland-was in line
back in 1976 to become U.S. Attorney. He
told Silsby to send hirn a resune if he were
appointed.
He was, sl-ie did, and in 1977 she
became the first fernale Assistant U.S.
Attorney for the district of Maine. "l was
just leally fortr-rnate. It was extraordinary to
have that opportunity."
Ancl she's still rnaking tl-re rnost of that
chance. In May 2001, Silsby was federally
court appointed as U.S. Attomey for the
Distlict of Maine. She's one of 93 U.S.
Attomeys nationwide. Silsbyt district har-i.
dles botfi crirninal and civil federal cases.
"ln the late 70s, the tenule of Assistant
U.S. Attomeys was not very long. So when
.t!,","'.').::: a ,,"t :..i..\,i ,,11;,:"
.ç¿i,:,î:iïï¡t,ï
I came in, at age 26, I l-rad no real thoughts
about how long I'd be staying. I couldn't
believe at tlìe time tl-rat one guy had been
there seven yearsl And 26 yeals later, I've
obviously stayed by choice, not for lack of
imaginationl"
She's seen a rnultitude of cl-ranges in
that tirne. For one, there ale now 22
Assistant U.S. Attorr-reys for Maine, and
five are fernale.
Silsby also notes "a huge expansion irr
the kinds of cases we handle and a rnore
sophisticated crirrinal elernent to deal
with" over a quarter centllly.
Tèchnology is responsible in part.
"Obviously, we weren't cloing lnten-ret fraud
cases back then because thele were no com-
pLlters or Intemet, When we get search war-
rants now' we fourinely include any findings
to allow for cornputer sealches. There's also
been a big increase in child pomography
cases as a result of technology."
Her job also has changed significantly
in recent years because of the terrorist
attacks or-r Septernber 1 i , 2001 .
"Attomey Ger-reral John Ashcroft rede-
fined tl-ie rnission of the Departrnent of
Justice after September 11. For the lrrost part,
we wcre a reactive office, prosecrrtirrg crirnes
that had already been committed. But after'
9f lI, we were plrt in a more proactive lole-
we aLe now charged with ider-rtifiiing, disrnpt.
ing and dismantling temorist networks to
save innocent lives fi'om ftrrther terrorist
attacks, and that's a big change for,-rs.
"Now that preventiolr of terrorism is
the greatest priority, investigative resources
In Apri|, the Hon.
DdtrieL Wathen ' 65
anÀ Ryan Stinneford
'88 presented Dean
Emeritus Edumà
Godfrey with the
2003 Iøu' ALumní
Assocíation
Disnngulshed Seruice
Award at the 2003
Ahmni Associatíon
Dinner. Dean
Godfrey was also
matle an honorary
alumnus.
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Paulab. Silsbl '76, U.S. Atornel, State of Maine
have been ledirected from otheL aLeas."
Added responsibilities have led to
ior-rger clays, which Silsby confessecl, are
"not crippling, but when I clo go horne, it's
hard to sl-rut off the switch."
Also challer-rging, she said, are the man-
agement aspects of her job ar-rd expanding
awareness of the rnission of the office.
"Most of what we clo is never really seen
by the pLrblic at large. They see us filing
cases and trying cases, but some of the best
work of this office is the delibemtive
process that is involved in deterrnining
whether to file charges and what cl-rarges to
file. In all aspects of the work we do, we
remain rnindfi-rl that our obligation is not
to win, but to strive for justice."
Her job has plenty of rewards.
"Having the opportunity to do what I
think is right is enolmously satisfiiing," she
saicl. "As the U.S. Attomey General says so
often, we work for the Departrnent of
Justice-not the Department of Litigation
or the Department of Prosecution. Maine is
a very special place ancl the work we do
contributes to keeping it that way."
Silsby comes florn a long line of lawyers.
Growing up in Ellsworth, hel maternal
great-grandfather, grandfather ar-id uncle
practiced law on one comer of Main
Street, and her patemal grandfathe¡ father
and anothel uncle practiced law on the
opposite comer.
Despite her farnily's proclivity for the
law, she said she felt "absolutely no pres.
sure" to follow sr"rit. "l decided to go to Law
School literaliy at the 11th hour."
Silsby, an active alurnlìa, rrow sits on
the Law School's Board of Visitors. She
said she lives "a prerty qLriet life in
Portland," and spends her free tirne
cooking, '¡puttering aro,.rnd in the garclen,"
biking and hiking.
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Chss Agent Richrnd W. Elliott
Former Chief Justice Daniel Wathen
received the Commission on Safety and
Health in the Maine \Øorþlace's 2002
Leadership Award. The award recognizes
'S7athen's 
efforts to raise awareness
throughout the state about the impact of
domestic violence on Maine worþlaces.
\Tathen is currently Of Counsel with the
Portland firm of Pierce Atwood.
Class Agent CraigH. Nelson
c nel s on@ doylenels on. com
John Richardson represents Brunswick's
District 49 in the Maine House of
Representatives.
In July, Charles Cragin joined System
Planning Corporation in Arlington, Va., as
its Senior Vice President for National
Intelligence, Security and Response.
Cragin was with Blank Rome, LLP and a
senior Defense Department official in the
Bush (Sr.) and Clinton Administrations.
Malcolm Lyons was selected by his
peers for inclusion in The Best Lawyers in
America 2003-2.004, in the area of personal
injury litigation. Lyons is a partner with the
firm of Pierce Atwood at its Augush office.
Members of the class of '73 at the AnnualDinner ín April
In June, Derry Rundlett competed in
his second Senior Olympic Games with top
athletes over the age of 50 across the coun-
try. He competed in the 200-meter and
400-meter runs.
In7002, Peter Mills of Skowhegan
won a first term for state representative for
District 108-an a¡ea for which he had
previously served as a state senator.
Bernard O'Mara was approved by the
Maine Legislature's Judiciary Committee to
serve as a Maine District Court Judge.
Paul Chaiken was recently appointed
as one of Maine's three members of the
National Conference of Commissioners on
Uniform State Laws. A member of the
Bangor firm of Rudman &. Winchell LLC,
Chaiken is the former president of the
Maine State Bar Association and serves on
the Supreme Court's Advisory Committee
on the Rules of Professional Responsibility.
Stephen Johnson has joined the
Portland firm of Venill &, Dana LLP.
Johnson was formerly with Maine Public
Service Company.
The Los Angeles County Bar
Association has installed attorney Ira
Waldman as the chair of its Real Property
Section.
z4
In June, Bangor attomey
John Woodcock was confirmed
as a judge of the U.S. District
Court for the District of Maine
(see story onÞ(rge 25). \Toodcock
was also awarded Eastem Maine
Healthcare's (EMH)
Distinguished Service Award. He
was chairman of the EMH board
of trustees.
Janet Mills of Farmington
won the District 78 House seat
representing Farmington and
Industry in November 2002.
Kathryn Ainsworth received
the 2003 Howard H. Dana Jr.
award from the Maine Bar
Foundation in recognition of outstanding
contributions to the development of pri-
vate bar projects that further civil legal
assistance to the indigent. Ainsworth is
senior policy adviser for the Maine
Department of Human Services,
Behavioral & Developmental Services,
Education and Labor.
Susan Flunter, a partner at MittelAsen
in Portland, was appointed to the Maine
Board of Bar Overseers.
Timothy Woodcock joined the law
firm of Eaton Peabody in Bangor. He will
specialize in intemational trade and
economic development.
Contínued. on Þ(ße 26
As part of the USM Møslie School of Public Seruice
Lecture Seríes Changing Maine, Pecer MiLIs'73, right'
a.trrentMaine State Representatíve from the Skowhegan
area, sþoke regcuàing the history and policies of taxatíon
inMaine. Picttned withMiILs above ß Richø¡d
Barringer, þrofessm of Plarming, DeueLoÞment and
Enuironment at theMuskie School
Deon Coll.een Khoury joined alumnus Peter Herbst '73
for a tour of the grounds at the historíc Taþþing Reeue
l-ut School in Litchfield, CT. Herbst, a Þric)dte ÞTdctice
attomel in the area, took Dean Khoury on a uisit to the
site of Atnerica's t'irstlaw school.
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John A. WoodcocL J. '76
Appointed Federal Judge
I n June, Bangor attomey John A. Woodcock Jt.'76became Maine Law's first graduate to be appointed as an
Article III judge.
Judge ìToodcock, appointed by President Bush to the U.S.
District Court for the District of Maine, said that he was
"extremely excited and honored" by the appointment. "ln the
back of my mind, I was always interested in this position, but
it's a stroke of lightning to have the opportunity," he said.
The opportunity arose when the Hon. Gene Carter
assumed senior status and the Hon. George Singal transferred
from Bangor to become Chief Judge at the Court in Portland.
The first step in a long approval process was responding to
written questions and interviewing with a selection commit-
tee. Judge \ü/oodcock then had an individual interview with
selection committee chair Derek P. Langhauser '87,
General Counsel for the Maine Gchnical College system.
In December 7002,Judge \Øoodcock was called by Maine
Sens. Olympia Snowe and Susan Collins, telling him they
were recommending his appointment to President Bush. Later
that month, Judge \Øoodcock visited the White House-(ra
¡s¿l ¡þ¡ill"-¿¡d rret with Alberto Gonzalez, President Bush's
general counsel. An "intensive, but important and absolutely
necessary" FBI check and Department of Justice qualifications
analysis followed.
"l'm just glad my life umed out to be as boring as I
thought it was!" joked Judge Woodcock, who was forrnally
nominated in March by the President. Scrutiny continued as
the American Bar Association conducted its own analysis,
and next came a May hearing before the Senate Judiciary
Committee.
The full Senate unanimously confirmed Judge \X/oodcock's
nomination on June 12, and on June 16 President Bush for.
mally appointed him to the Court. He was swom in June 27.
Judge Woodcock calls his new role "a great public trust."
"l appreciate the confidence that both Sen. Snowe and
Sen. Collins as well as President Bush have placed in me to
do this ¡ob."
To prepare, Judge Woodcock shadowed "a very gracious
and helpful" Judge Singal, attended sentencings and jury
selections "to watch how it's done from a judicial perspective,"
read as much about his role as possible, and attended seminars
and a'tudge school."
But he mostly has leamed on the job-"the only way to do
i¡"-ss he began hearing a variety of civil and criminal cases
for the northeastem and west of Augusta portion of Maine as
soon as he was swom in.
Judge Woodcock explained that something he saw at the
American History Museum in \Tashington perfectly sums up
his reasons for pursuing the position.
"l saw a quote there from former President Bush: 'There's
no definition of a successful life that does not include public
service.'And I went to Law School to find a way to use what-
ever talents I have to serve the common good."
While a mernber of \ü/eatherbee, l7oodcock, Burlock &.
!Øoodcock, where he worked for 26 years, specializing in
insurance defense and workers' compensation cases, Judge
ìØoodcock took pride in being an active community member.
He served on the board of directors of the Eastem Maine
Health Care System and Maine SAD 22; on the boards of
trustees of Eastem Maine Medical Center and his alma mater,
Bowdoin College; and on the board of managers of the
Bangor Children's Home. He has been involved in a variery
ofcharitable organizations in the Bangor area and has been an
attomey/coach for Hampden Academy's Mock Tlial Tèam.
Judge \Uoodcock, who also holds a graduate degree in
diplomatic history from the London School of Economics, has
served as co-chair ofthe Federal Practice Section ofthe
Maine State Bar Association, on the U.S. District Court
Local Rules Advisory Committee, and on the Maine Supreme
Judiclal Court Advisory Committee on Professional
Responsibility. He is a Fellow of the Maine Bar Foundation
and a member of the Maine Law Board of Msitors.
Had another candidate been favored for the federal bench,
Judge Woodcock said he certainly would have been disap-
pointed, but would have happily continued to practice. "l
always enjoyed the practice of law, and thought that it was a
privilege," he said.
Judge SØoodcock lives in Hampden with his wife of 30
years, Beverly, a substitute teacher for Maine SAD 22. They
have three sons; Chris, a senior at Hampden Academy;
Patrick, a senior at Bowdoin College who worked for Sen.
Collins in Bangor this summer; and Jack, who worked in
l7ashington for the Govemmental Affairs Committee until
he enrolled at Maine Law this semester.
I family lFad¡t¡on
(1>icanedfromlefttorieht) ElízabethWoodrock 'BB, assisr¿n¿ U.S. Arorney in
Vermont; Timothy C. Woodrock'77 in pnvate practice wíth Eaøn Peabody in
Bongor; md U.S. Dis¿ric¿ Court Judge John A. \X/oodc.ock'76.
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Class AgentJohn R. Bøss, II
jbass@thomport.com
In February, Paula Singer was uamed
the "Entrepreneur of the Month to Watch"
by the MIT Enterprise Forum. In May,
Singer was a panelist for "A 2003 Roadmap
to Executive Compensation" sponsored by
the Federal Täx Institute. Her topic was
U.S. Citizens and Resiclents Employed
Abroad. The American Payroll Association
is now distributing two of Singer's books,
Tax Ti eaty B enefits f or F oreign N ationals
Performing U.S. Serulces and A Guide to
Flling IRS Forms 1042 and 1042.5.These
books are pat of her six-book series U.S.
Tax Guide for F oreign Persons and Those
Who Pal Them.
Louise Maillett has been named Senior
Counsel at the Federal Aviation
Administration. Maillett had most recently
served as an attorney for the Peace Corps.
Joel Page writes, "l was reelected in
November (2002) to my sixth term as
Lamoille County State's Attomey, a posi-
tion I have held for over 21 years. My
office is in Hyde Park, Vermont-close ro
Srowe and Srnuggler's Notch ski a¡eas'
tWhen not prosecuting criminals, I still
enjoy running, skiing and sailing."
Tomorrow After Night, a poetry collec-
tion by Lillian Baker Kennedy, was
released during the summer.
Karen Kingsley has joined the
Portland and Lewiston firm of Tioubh,
Heisier & Piarnpiano, PA/Hark Andrucki.
Kingsley is a former Assistant Bar Counsel
to the Maine Board of Overseers of the Bar.
She will practice real estate, administrative
and family law at her new post,
Karen Lovell was appointed by the
Maine Supreme Judicial Court as Vice
Chairwoman of the Board of Overseers of
the Bar. Susan ÉIunter'74, was also
appointed to the nine-member Board.
Class Agent Andrew J. Bernstein
ab er n s tein@ dis ability r m s . c om
Babette Bach was featured in the
S ar as ota Her alÃ-Tiibune ( Florida) for her
work in raising awareness of the threat of
AIDS to post-menopausal women. Bach is
an attomey with Wiesner Associates in
Sa¡asota.
The Suprerne iudicial Court has
appointed Janis Cohen of Portland to the
Maine Civil Legal Services Fund
Commission.
Governor Baldacci named Martha
Freeman Director of the State Planning
Office.
Thomas Watson was elected to the
Maine House of Representatives in
November 2002, representing House
District 54 in Bath. Watson is a partner in
the Topsham firm of McTêague, Higbee,
Macadam et. al.
Jennifer Ferguson writes, "Patty
Regan and I (self-appointed event coordi-
nators) are pleased to report that24 enthu-
siasts attended an event billed as an'unau'
thorized 20th reunion' at the Rorna Cafe in
Portland on Ma¡ 31,2003."
Dan Warren is the general manager for
the Libby-Mitchell Arnerican Legion Post
76 baseball team.'Warren was aûìong the
attenclees at the 20th class reunion at the
Roma Cafe.
Elisabeth Belmont, Corporate Counsel
of MaineHealth, was recently appointed
Chair of the Public Interest Committee of
the American Health Lawyers Association
(AHLA). Belmont also served as Editor in
Chief and contributing author of the
Health Information €l Technology Practice
Gøide, publishecl by AHLA.
The District Court of Skowhegan
welcorned a new judge, Charles
LaVerdiere, following his approval by the
Jucliciary Cornmittee of the Legislature and
Maine Senate.
Class AgentThomas E. Powers
tþ o w er s@ f i delity i c o . c om
Bruce Smith was appointed to the
board of directors of Drummond, 'Woodsum
6¡, MacMahon. Srnith has been with the
firm for 18 years.
Timothy Hiebert writes, "For the past
ten years I have been telecommuting fo tny
firm in Boston from westem Massachusetts,
and was recently ranked among the top ten
trademark attomeys in the country based
on numbers of applications filed in the
U.S. Patent and Tlademark office during
2007.."
Gregg Bertonazzi of Uxbridge,
Massachusetts wrote us he is the tee-ball
coach fo¡ his seven-year-old son Nicholas's
baseball team.
Class Agent Kenneth A\tshuler
lcpa@maine.rr.com
James Callahan writes, "l received an
MBA from the Kellogg School of
Managernent at Northwestem University
in Evanston, Illinois in 2001. I'm a partner
practicing corporate, finance and real
estate law at Brighton & Runyon. I'm also
affiliated with several Boston area private
equity firms engaged in M&A activity."
Third yeo"T student Kate Knox spoke to a grouÞ of nearLl 100 facuky members and students at a gathering to remember
lim Roux '84 , who rlied in the Seþtember 1 1 terrorist attacks . StuÅents raiser) money for a memoríal garden and on
Seþtember 1 1 , 2003 , members of the Inu School student body , faculty , and staff dedicated the garden. Eueryone in
ottendance plnced a stone of remembrance ín the garden bed.
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Daaid SiIk (left) and Ignatius MacLelløn, both Class of
1985, were photographed at the dedícatíon of 48 apat-
ments f or elderLy cítiTens in Pelham, N .H . Dauid is the
board chair of the nonprofit Housing Initíatíves of Neur
England, the deueloper and owner of the project.
Ignatius works with Fannie Mae in New Homþshire,
and. F anníe Mae helped fincntce the þroject .
Jonathan Brogan will head up the new
insurance Practice Litigation Group at the
Portland law firrn Norman, Hanson &,
DeTioy, Brogan was also selected to selve
on rhe firmt rnanagelnent comrnittee.
In March, Valerie Stanfill served as
faculty at the Litigation Institute, a two-day
event focused entirely on trial practice.
Stanfill is currently acting director of the
Law School's Cumberland Legal Aid
Clinic. Other Maine Law alumni among
the Institute facuity were: Stephanie
Anderson '80, J. Scott Davis '75, Peter
DeTroy lll'72, R. Terrance Duddy'80,
Alan Harding'78, Charles Harvey' 7 4,
Mark Lavoie '78, Malcolm Lyons '70,
James Poliquin '81, Peter Roy '73,
Ellsworth Rundlett lll'73, and Graydon
Stevens '77,
James Hunt, a partner in the Portland
firm of Robinson, Kriger &. McCallurn,
assisted in instructing a one-day seminar on
insurance laws in Maine as part of Lorman
Education Services.
Brad Lown wrote us he is currently
serving on the Portsmouth, N.H., City
Council and Planning Board.
Childs, Rundlett, Fifield, Shumway &.
Altshuler Partner Kenneth Altshuler was
invited to become a Fellow of the
Intemational American Academy of
Matrimonial Lawyers.
Cløss Agentlwnes B. HadÅow
ihnÁi,ow@ p e tr uc c elli mar t in . c om
James Haddow was elected president of
the Maine Law Alumni Association Board
of Di¡ectors. Haddow also authored the
chapter "Legal Issues in Prenatal Diagnosis in
the USA" in the second edition of Prenaml
Dløgnosrs: TheHtnnan Srde by Lenore
Abrarnsky and Jean Chapple. The book was
published in May and is a reference primarily
for U.S. and U.K. students and practitioners
in the health care professions.
Class Agent Margaret Cushing Lauoie
lau oie@mainef amilylawy er. com
Arthur Lamothe has opened a new
office in Brunswick at 32 Pleasant Street.
The Maine Civil Liberties Union hon-
ored G. Steven Rowe, Maine's attomey
general, with the Justice Louis Scolnik
Award in recognition of contributions to
preserving civil liberties.
Douglas Sensenig of Camden has
joined Union Tiust Co. as an administra.
tive trust officer in the Investment and
Tirrst Department. Sensenig had previously
served as an investment representative for
Edward Jones Investments in Rockport.
Cktss Agent Ryan Stinneford
r s tinnef@ m ain e . rr . c om
Timothy Norton was elected treasurer
of the Maine Law Alumni Association
Board of Directors.
Kathryn Ellen Davis released her first
novel, Polyester Pride (Robert Reed
Publishers), in late 2002. Set in mid-coast
Maine, the novel chronicles the life of Lisa
Jones, a pooq ill-educated clam digger.
Davis is currently practicing in Lewiston.
Anthony Derosby was selected by his
peers for inclusion in The Best Lawyers in
America 7003-2004, in the area of immi-
gration law. Derosby works with the
Portland firrn of Pierce Atwood.
Members of the Class of 1988 (from left to ríght) ,
StephenD. Bither, Paula J. House Eisenhmt, Ann R.
Robinson, BethN. Ahearn, ondRyon S. Srinne/ord,
gather at the AnnualDirmer.
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Ann Robinson has been narned to the
board of clirectors of the Federal Horne
Loan Bank of Boston. Robinson works with
the firrn of PretiFlaherty.
District 20, Old Orchard Beach, contin-
ues to be represented by David Lemoine
who won an unopposed thircl terrn in the
Maine Hotrse of Representatives.
Cktss Agent Michael K. Martin
nlm er tin@ Þ e tr uc c ellimar tin . c om
Jill Tompkins writes, "On February 14,
2003,7 was swom in as an appellate judge
for the new Pokagon Band of Potawatomi
Indians court of appeals in Dowagiac,
Michigan. My day job is as a clinical pro-
fessor of law and director of the Indian Law
Clinic at the University of Colorado
School ofLaw."
John Veroneau has assumed the role of
general counsel for the Office of the U.S.
Tiade Representative in the Executive
Office of the President. Previously
Veroneau was in the position of assistant
trade representative and assistant secretary
of defense for Legislative Affairs. (see story
on page 28)
The Cumberland County Bar
Association has named Daniel Cummings
to the goveming arm of the Association,
the General Committee.
Donald Macomber received special
recognition ar the 2002 Pro Bono Publico
Awards during the Maine Bar Association's
Annual Meeting in January. Macomber was
honored for referring the rnost Volunteer
Lawyer's Project (VLP) cases in a single
shift. VLP also recognized the following
Maine Law alutnni for accepting 6 or more
VLP casesr Justin Leary '87, John
Whalen '71, Stephen Bither'88 and
William Sandstead'93.
Delia Pooler opened a new office in
January. Poolert practice is now located on
Middle Street in Portland and will focus on
personal injury and social security law.
Gregory Moffett has formed the new
law firm McCaffrey & Moffett PLLC in
Concord, N.H.
David Very of Norman, Hanson &
DeTio¡ LLC recently led a course for
Lorman Education Services' "Insurance
Law in Maine," a one-day seminar for
attomeys and insurance proGssionals.
Caroline Gardiner was presented with
the 2003 Cleaves Awarcl by Family Law
Section in April o{ 2002.
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Veroneau Named General Counsel for the Office
of the United States Tþade Representative
I ohn K. Veroneau '89 goocl-naturedly
d ,etêr, to himself as the perlecr illustration
of "life is what happens to you while you're
busy making other plans." He feels fortunate
about how his career has unfolded, "but
when I was sitting in the Law School, I
never would have envisioned this."
"This" is being named in March as
General Counsel for the Office of the
Unired Srates Tiade Representative.
Veroneau heads a legal team that negotiates
ancl enforces trade agreements on behalf of
President Bush and the executive branch.
"My staff spends about half of its time
enforcing trade agreements, often in
Geneva, where the World Tlade
Organization is located. A lot of my job
revolves around disputes brought in the
\7TO. It's my job to assess whether to plo-
ceed with a case, weighing economic and
policy considerations and our prospects of
winning."
Asked for an example, Veroneau said a
significant and complicated case recentiy
was brought against the European Union
because of its ban on the importation of
genetically rnodified foods. He noted that
Americans consume many such bío'engi-
neered foods, including com and soybeans
rnodified to be resistant to certain pests, and
many foods enriched with vitamins.
"The future of agriculture will depend
more and more on biotechnology, Veroneau
said. "Sub-Saharan Africa, which I visited
earlier this yea¡ would benefit greatly from
crops modified ¡o resist pests and droughts."
The second component of his job
involves providing legal advice to U.S.
negotiators involved in various trade nego-
tiations. The biggest issue right now
involves possible changes to the \X/TO.
Another is a free ûade agreement being
wo¡ked out among 34 \Westem Hemisphere
countries.
Facing new issues each day is one of the
best-and most challenging-parts of
Veroneau's job. Best, he said, because he's
never bored. A challenge because "there is
so much activity, you never know the sub-
ject matter as deeply as you'd like."
Veroneau noted that his role does not
require him to know every global issue
insicle-out. "l am not, nor do I need to be,
an expert on every aspect. There's a lot of
sruff I need to know, but my attomeys
expiain the pros and cons, and it's my job to
exercise judgment."
He likes supervising 30 "extremely
bright, enjoyable" people and "seeing the
results of our work in a very visible way.
'We're concluding negotiations on two trade
agreements with Chile and Singapore, for
example."
Veroneau admits he had "no real game
plan" for his career while at Maine Law,
knowing only that he hoped to work on
Capitol Hill "before settling into a more
raditional practice." After graduation, he
became legislative counsel for then'U.S.
Sen. l7illiam Cohen (R.Maine), eventually
becoming his legislative director.
\7hen Cohen chose not to seek re'elec-
tion, VeroneaLr took a Legislative director
position with U.S. Sen. Bill Frist (R'Tènn.),
who is now the Majority Leade¡. Veroneau
then served as chief of staff for U.S. Sen.
Susan M. Collins (R-Maine) before recon'
necting with Cohen, who in 1997 was
nan-red Secretary of Defense under P¡esident
Clinton. Veroneau was confirmed by the
U.S. Senate to be the Assistant Secretary of
Defense for Legislative Affairs-which
made him the chief liaison between the
l)efense Deparlment and Congress.
"This was a whole new wo¡ld for me. I
had clone just about every issue while work-
ing for Bill Cohen-except defense. I
leamed about national securiry and military
issues. Not having a military background, it
was challenging and fascinating to be at the
Pentagon."
!7hen Cohen's term ended, U.S. Tiade
Representative Robert B. Zoellick asked
Veroneau to selve as the Assistant U.S,
Tiacie Representative for Congressional
Affairs in 2001. That led to Veroneau's pro'
motion this spring.
Veroneau, who is from Portland and vis'
its family here each sumûìet, cails his job
"fabulous," but knows he won't do it forev-
er because of wanting more time with his
farnily. He and his wife, Carol, live in
Arlington, Va., with their twin 6-year-old
sons, Sam and Zach.
Z8
Christine A. Bither's investiture as
Imrnigration Judge in Los Angeles,
California took Place in August'
Class Agenr M. Thomasine BuLrke
tburke@br ownbwkelaw' com
M. Thomasine Burke was elected vice
president of the Maine Law Alumni
Association Boarcl of Directors. In that
role, she is chairing the School's 2003'2004
Annual Fund Campaign.
Charles McKee, has transitioned from
county counsel for Nevada County to
Monterey Count¡ CA. \7ith this change,
the body of residents in his charge will
increase fouL fold.
Paula Caughey has joined the Yankee
Tîtle Co. of Gardiner as vice president and
staff attolî.ey. Caughey previously served
with the l7atervilie firrn of Marden,
Dubord, Bernier ôr Stevens.
Julia Hugo,Vidal received the Agatha
Award for best first mystery novel' Her
novel, -in the Bleak Midwinter, introduced
the character of Clare Fetgusson, an ex'
Army helicopter pilot tumed Anglican
priest. The book is now available in paper-
back. She writes under the pen name of
Julia Spencer-Flerning.
Elizabeth Stout rnarried John
Robinson on July 27,2003.
Clnss Agent Anne E. O'Donouatl
aeod@maine.rr.com
Julie Nepveu is the new mother of
twins, Aiden and Coopeq bom on January
\5,2003.
Barbara Merrill received special recog-
nition at rhe2002 Pro Bono Publico
Awards during the Maine Bar Associationt
Annual Meeting in January. Merrill was
recognized for cornpleting the most hours
on a VLP family law case and for donation
of 1OO or more pro bono hours. VLP also
recognizecl the following Maine Law alum'
ni for accepting 6 or more VLP cases:
Justin Leary '87, John Whalen '71,
Stephen Bither '88 and William
Sandstead'93.
Pete Clifford ancl Stephanie Perkins
Clifford '92 welcomed their third child and
first son, Nicholas Pete¡ on March 1. He
joins big sisters Meghan, B, ancl Olivia, 4.
Henry Griffin and Elizabeth Eddy
Gri{fin '92 welcorned Malguerite June in
June 2002. She joined Benjamin, 5 1/2,
and Rose, 3 1/2.
ÍFFN
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Kenneth Ginder was named partner at
the Portland firm of Verrill & Dana LLP in
January 2003. Formerly associated with
Coopers & Lybrand in Boston, Ginder will
concentrate on qualified retirement plans,
IRS compliance issues and ERISA.
In January Frederick Lipp was named
a shareholder at the Portland firm of
Bemstein, Shu¡ Sawyer & Nelson.
Focusing on commercial law and high.tech
and international transactions, Lipp has
been with the firrn for three years.
James Saffian was selected by his peers
for inclusion in The Best Lawyers in
Anrerica 2003-2004, in the area of public
finance law. Saffian is a partner at the
Portland firrn of Pierce Atwood.
Chxs Agent Elizabeth Ed.dy Griffin
e gr ffin@ pier ce atw o o d. c om
William Milliken of Falmouth, co-
authored, with Augusta attomey Sumner
Lipman, a chapter entitled "Medical
Expenses and Related Special Damages" in
the casebook ATLAs LitigatingTort Cases,
published in 2003 by the lVest Group.
Stephanie Perkins Clifford and Pete
Cli{ford '91 welcomed their third child and
first son, Nicholas Pete¡ on March 1. He
joins big sisters Meghan, B, and Olivia, 4.
Tracey Geary is working as
Development Director at Stevens
Memorial in Norway. Geary formerly
served as Director of Community Support
for the American Red Cross.
Laura O'Hanlon has been named law
clerk to Chief Justice Leigh Saufley '80,
of the Maine Supreme Judicial Court.
Margaret Jeffery writes from Bar
Harbor, "l have opened my own office after
Members of the class of '93 at the Anntnl Dinner in ApríI
working in a law firm for a few years, then
taking two years off to work on ou¡ own
projects. My practice consists mostly of real
estate, colporations and estate planning
issues. Peter and I have three cherubs:
Clifton, 6 1/2, Emerson, 3, and Winslow, 1.
Life is swell. Best to all!"
Elizabeth Eddy Griffin and husband,
Henry Griffin '91, welcomed Marguerite
June in June 2002. She joined Benjamin, 5
llZ, and Rose, 3 1/2.
Ted Coxe earned his master of laws in
taxation and an estate planning certificate
from Villanova University School of Law
in December 2002.
Cløss AgentWalter F. McKee
w mcke e@lim an kr at7. c om
David Pierson, a partner at the law
firm Hark Andrucki in Lewiston, was elect-
ed president of the Aubum Business
Development Corp.
Joshua Tärdy was elected to the Maine
House of Representatives in the Novernber
2002 elections. He represents District 125
in Newport.
Walter McKee, a vioiinist and father of
two violinist daughters, was elected to
serve as president of the Pinelancl Suzuki
School. He also was elected to serve a sec-
ond term on the Board of Directors for the
Maine Association of Criminal Defense
Lawyers.
Mary "Caryn" Graham and David
Brenningmeyer had their first child,
Matthew, on May 12. Both Graham and
Brenningmeyer are attomeys for the U,S.
Department of Veterans Affairs in
'V/ashington, D.C. They live in Fairfax, Va.
Sean Carnathan authored an article,
"Will the Company Cover an Ex.Officer's
Legal Costs?" that appeared in the
September/October issue of Business Løw
Todny. Canathan is a principal at Rubin
Hay &" Gould, P.C. in Framingham, Mass.
CIøss Agents Carlos A. Diaz
c mlo s . diaz@ s tate . me . us and
D or o thy W entw or th dtnw ent@ aol . c om
Nina Lavoie and husband, Louis,
welcomed their second child, Benjamin, on
December lI,2002. Benjamin joins big
sister Lydia, 4.
Susan Steiner has joined Pierce
Atwood. Steiner will practice in the Tlusts
and Estate Departrnent.
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Alan Stearns is currently serving as a
Senior Policy Advisor for Govemor
Baldacci's Adrninistration.
Since graduating from Maine Law,
Brian Sumner pursued an interest in
recording, attending the Conservatory of
Recording Arts and Sciences in Tèmpe,
Arizona. He lives in North Hollywood,
Calif., and works as an audio engineer at
Enterprise Studios in Burbar-rk.
Jonathan Mann has joined DRS
Tèchnologies in Parsippan¡ N.J., as vice
president and corporate counsel. Mann
provides merger and acquisition analysis,
negotiates and analyzes contracts and
srrategic alliances along with his duties as
general counsel.
Ronnee Pedersen had a baby boy,
G¡ant Barrett, on February 6. This is
Pedersen's rhi¡d child.
Bruce Hepler has joined the Portland
firm of Friedman, Gaythwaire, \Wolf &
Leavitt. Hepler, a Gorham native and for-
mer clerk to Judge Gene Carter of rhe U.S.
District Court, retumed to Maine after
practicing law in California.
Class Agenrs WilliamD. Hewitt
whewitt@ pier c e atw o od. com and
LeighMcCarthy
lm c c cLr thy @ r udtn an - w in chell. c om
In January William Stiles was named a
partne¡ at Portland firm of Verrill & Dana
LLP. Stiles, who serves as co.chair of the
Maine State Bar Association's Health Law
section, focuses his practice in general
health law.
Jon Stanley has joined the Japanese
Ministry of Econorny, Tiade and Industry to
conduct research in digital security, privacy
and liabllity risks for colporations and gov-
emment.
The Bangor law firm of Eaton Peabocly
has named Nathaniel Putnam as a share-
holder of the firrn.
David Beneman was appointed to
Maine's Supreme Judicial Courr's Advisory
Committee on Rules of Evidence.
Michael Tìraister has been elected a
director and shareholder of the Portland
firm Murray, Plumb & Murray.
Trevor Hughes writes, "l am currently
working as the Executive Director for two
organizations: The International
Association of Privacy Professionals and
the Network Advertising Initiative (NAI).
With the NAI, I have been squarely in the
middle of the national debate over spam.
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In May, I testified at a hearing on spam
legislation before John McCain and the
Senate Cornmerce Committee. I continue
to live and practice in York, Maine, with
rny wife Gabriella and two sons, Malcolm
and Dinon."
Class Agents Michael R. Bosse
mbosse@bssn.com and
D cmiel l . Mitchell drnitchell@b s sn. c om
Rachel Bouchard, a current rnember of
the Alumni Association Board, was among
a handful ofbasketball stars to be inducted
into the New England Basketball Hall of
Farne this September.
Daniel Walker has joined the firm of
Bernstein, Shur, Sawyer & Nelson' Walker
will work in the Legislative and
Govemment Affai¡s Department. He was
formerly legal counsel to the speaker of the
Maine House of Representatives.
Kerith Killip Peary of Gray delivered a
10-pound baby boy, Matthew Ryan, on
Febrr-rary 3 at Maine Medical Center. He
joins 3-year-old sister, Alexandra. Peary is
employed by UnumProvident.
Armanda Beal Day wrote us she had a
baby girl, Hannah, on August 30,2002.
She reported morn, dad and baby are all
doing great.
Christine Hepler co-produced "Maine
State Docurnents: A Bibliography of Legal
Publications and Law-Related Materials."
In acldition, Hepler's book review,
"Religious Freedoms: Rights and Liberties
Unde¡ the Law," was published in the
spring 2003 Law Library JournaL
Sandra Livingston gave birth to
Tücker Henry on October 9, 2003-a11 is
well with baby, mom and dad.
Grandmother, Susan Livingston t88 was
quite proud as well.
John Giffune, formerly associated with
the Boston law firm of Gadsby Hannanh
LLB has joined the Litigation and
Construction Law Group at Verrill & Dana
I-I-P.
David Miller has entered a partnership
with Tèd Curris Jr. in a general law practice
in Orono. Milier, an Orono native, had
previously served as the Land Development
Coordinator for the City of Bangor.
Humphrey H. N. Johnson has joined
the Portland firm of Friedman, Gaythwaite,
Wolf &. Leavitt. Johnson, a former captain
in the Judge Advocate General's Corps,
specializes in personal injury law.
Stephen Jordan has joined the law firm
Tioubh, Heisler and Piarnpiano, specializ.
ing in business law, intellectual property,
technology and real estate law
Class Agenrs Andrew R. SaraPøs
as clr aÞ as@ u err illÅcma. c om and
DarcieN . McElwee
dorciem ac@ alww'i .b o w doin. e du
Michael Saxl has joined the
Govemmental Strategies Group as Counsei
at Verrill & Dana LLP and will head
Maine Street Solutions.
Joseph McEachearn was narned presi'
dent of the Eastem League of Professional
Baseball Clubs. McEacheam replaces Bill
toubh '62, who retired on December 31,
2002. Atr¡liated with Tioubh's office since
1996, McEacheam served as league vice-
president for the last three seasons.
The Bangor law fi¡m of Eaton Peabody
has narned David Austin as a shareholder
in its firm.
Melinda Shain and her husband Chris
welcomed their first child, Thaddeus Jay,
on September 24th.
Class Agent Joceline D. Chamþagne
j o celine . champ agne@ v eriTon. net
Dan and Robym salvin had their first baby,
Jack Everett, on May 20. He was 7 lbs. 3 oz'
and 19 inches long. Dan is the Asistant
Executive Director of the Cænte¡ for Law and
Justice in Albany, N.Y. He also chairs the
Moratorium Comrnittee of New Yorkers
Agairut the Death Penalty. Robln teaches
Members of the class of '98 at the Annual Dinner in
AÞriL.
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U.S. history and AP goveffìment at Niskayuna
High School near Schenectady, N'Y.
Aaron Baltes and wife, Katþ of
Portland welcorned their second daughter'
Meg Elizabeth, in November 2002'
Pamela Holmes married James
Belanger on October l?.,2002. Hohnes is
currently working with Nadeau &
McGarry PA inWells.
Class Agents KarenL. \X/rþht and
MiIe s Ar cher mm cher@unumþr o uident. com
Amy Tomlinson Lambiase wtites, "l'm
frying down here on the southern border.
Tèxas is interesting. I'm trying to get used
to the local pronunciation of voir dire
(that's vor-die-er in these parts)' I'm enjoy-
ing prosecuting and relieved that there's
been no deployrnent for Matthew. We have
two girlies (Madison and Sophia) who are
4 and} and full of life and fun. Y'all stop in
if you find yourself southl"
Katherine Murray wrote us she is cur-
rently employed at the Indiana State
Department of Health representing the
agency in enforcement actions against nurs'
ing homes and nurse aides. Munay also com-
pleted the Indianapolis 500 Festival Mini-
Marathon in Z hours, 11 minutes in May.
Jennifer (Dach) Archer became asso'
ciated with the Portland firm of Kelly,
Remmel &- Zirnmerman in August 2002,
after completing two clerkships. The first
was for the Maine Superior Court and the
second was fo¡ the Maine Supreme Judicial
Court.
Dana (Gillespie) Herzer and David
É{erzer '02 were wed in June of 2003.
Clnss Agent Chadwick A. Weber
cweberl@maine.rr.com
Brett Witham has joined the Health
Law Group at Verrill & Dana LLP'
Jenny Odom and William Richards
'OZ are engaged to be married in
September 2004.
In7002 Joan Bryant-Deschenes of
Tumer won a first term in the Maine
House of Representatives.
Brett Witham has joined the Portlancl
firm of Friedman, Gaythwaite, SØolf &
Leavitt. \litham formerly practiced at
Skelton, Täintor & Abbott.
Krista Canty has become an associate
at Schuster, Buttrey & !Øing, a legal prac-
tice in Lebanon, New Hampshire.
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Sarah Mitchell is working with
Skelton, Täintor ô¡- Abbott in Auburn as
an associate attorney.
Charlie Mitchell recently earnecl a
position as ACLU Legislative Counsel for
National Seculity ar-rd Lnrnigratior-r. He
writes, "l ar-n working in Washington to
pass legislation restoring civil iiberties,
focused on repealir-rg provisions of the
PAIRIOT Act, stopping PATRIOT II pLo-
visions and restoring due process to irnmi-
gration 1aws."
Kate Lynch recently began a clerkship
with U.S. District Court Judge John
Woodcock '76 in Bangor.
Jacqueline Lewy Smith was swom in
as an.assistant clisuict attorney for Hancock
and Washington Counties.
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Maine Law g'aduates attend the wetltling of Rebecca G a¡rett ' 00 and J eff et'y Talbert on J une 7 in York , Maíne .
(L to R): Crystal Buþs '00, Daue Ekelund'00 , Rebecca Garrett Talbert'00, Leah Babcock'0A, John Turcotte '00
and Anna Astuatsatu¡'oua' 03 .
.J
Class AgentV/endy Moulton Starkey
wsterkeJ@eocclaw.com
William Richards and Jenny Odom
'01 are engaged to be married in
September 2004. Richards is now Assistant
Chief Counsel for the Office of the District
Counsel, Bureau of Imrnigration and
CLlstoms Enforcernent, Ur-rited States
In Memoriam
Kenneth Clegg, 59, clied suddenly on November 8. Mr. Clegg
was a well-known Sanford attorney who lived in Poltiand. He
taught at the Law School from 1977 to 1980 and went on to
spend his legal career in the courtroom as a litigator. Outside the
courtroom, Mr. Clegg was an outdoorsman and athlete, never
missing the Tiek Across Maine. "He was a wonder{ul colleague
and an even better human being," remarked Professor Ollando E.
Dologu. "Ken was loved and respected by so many-the number
of people from all walks of life that gathered to pay ffibute to his
life attests to his ability to touch people's lives." M¡. Clegg is sr-rr-
vived by his four child¡en and wife of 34 years, Mirni Clegg.
Helen Barrett Jacobs Eddy '76, died in early Septernber after a
long battle with Alzheirner's disease. Afrer graduating from Maine
Law in 1976, she was in private practice for over 10 years in the
Pordand area. She was active in many civic and church organiza-
tions including the Portland Players and Visiting Nurses
Associations. One of her daughters is Elizabeth Eddy Griffin, a
1992 graduate of the Law School. Elizabetht husband Henry is
also a Law School graduate. Mrs. Eddy is survived by her
husband of 48 years, Harry, four siblings, four children, and 11
grandchildren.
Anna Astvatsaturova r'vas named the
Outstancling Student of the Year by "\ü/hob
Who: Arnerican Law Students."
Astvatsaturova was chosen from a nation-
wide pool of over 1,000 candidates. In
addition, her article, "Focus on Student
Organizations: All Eyes on the
International Criminal Cou[t," was fea-
ttrred in BorderLines, a publication of
Lawyers without Borders, Inc.
In April, E Frederick Romanow, Jt'69, age 59, passed away in
his sleep. Mr. Romanow lived in Belfast, Maine, where he prac-
ticecl iaw and was active in community afíairs for many years. He
was an active Rotarian and administered the Gacld Foundation, a
trust to help diabetic children in Waido County. Arnong his
many relatives, he leaves his wife of 34 years, Sharon, and his son
Michael. Prior to attending the Maine School of Law, Mr.
Romanow graduated from the University of Rochester in New
York.
Stuart J. Wilson '01, age 55, died in May 2003 in Por¡land fol-
lowing cornplications from a sroke. He was a recent graduate of
the Law School who is remembered fondly by his classmates for
his friendship and for his work at the Cumberland Legal Aid
Clinic. Several weeks afte¡ his death, a group of his classmates
held a memorial service in Gorham for M¡. lUilson. Ardith Keel a
classmate who helped organize this service, said this about him.
"Al1 of us miss Stu. He was the kind of person who spoke his
rnind, but accepted you fol yourself rather than for your viewpoint.
He had a ffemendous sense of justice and ioved the law. He made
great chili and rnade sure we were all well fed. Though his life
seelns to have been cut off early, it was fu1l, rich. And, his blazing
honesry and determination to grow have left an indelible rnark on
us all." Mr. \ü/ilson is survived by his mother Cerita of Bethesda,
Md., and his brother Robert of Gleenville, S.C.
Frederic Rand is now an educator with
the Gorharn School Department, teaching
8th grade social studies.
Depaltrnent of Hornelancl Security in
Boston.
Kathleen ttKassie" Stevens rnarried
Francis David Walker '03 in Septernber
2002 at \Talkers-by-the.Sea in Northeast
Harbor-. Stevens is currently wolking at the
University of Mair-re while Walker is
ernployecl with the Maine Suprerne
Judicial Court.
In2002 Chava Kallberg joir-red Verrill
&, Dana LLP. She is working in the firm's
Bankruptcy and Cormnercial Law Group.
Rick Winling has joinecl the law firm
Srnith, Elliott, Smith &, Garmey in
Portlar-Ld.
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Clas$ ol'78 Gnuise
(Aboue) George Stone,
Chucl< Frasie¡, Mark
Tompkins, and J im Russell,
aII members of the class of
1978, enjoy a c'ruise oround
Ccsco Bc1 as Þdrt of (L
gatheríng of classmates this
Seþtember. (Righ¿) Members
of the class of 1978 GIen
Porter, Chucl< Frazier, and
/ormer Regrsrlar Frances
-lucker at their reunion
dinner. I
Augüsta Anea lunch
Craig Nelson' 69 and Chief J urlge Vendean V ofiades' 85
attend AugustalWuterville spring alttmníf ae Luncheon at Law'io's by
the Riuer.
t r-æ I
. 
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2003 Alumn¡ Gocfttail Party
Louise Berlin'95 and Daue Euans '78 gclthered in Seþtember with B0 Law School
graÀuates and friends for the 20A3 Alumni Cocktail Party hekl at the home of Linda
and Vlu'd Graffam '67 .
Bath/Bnunswick Anea lunch
Alumnilae ín the BathlBrunswick cnea gathered at Id'istina's T estaurant in Bath in
Ma1. Dean Khourl aú. Profes.sors Nancy Wanderer and MeI Zur also attended.
aa)L
----
Mnine Law, tl-re rlagazine of the University
of Maine Law Altunr-ii Association, is pu[r-
lisl'red twicc a year. lssues are schecltrled tbr
thc fall zrncì spring. Ple:rse send iterns of
interest to Jasa Porciello, Marne L,rrv
Altrrnni Offrce, 246 l)eering Ave.,
Portlanrl, NrlE 04102, or e-tnail items to
polciello@usrn.tnaine.eclu. A.lditional
L¿rw School ancl alumni/ae news can
be tiruncl on the school'.s Web site
wwr,v-. ma i ne law. tna ine.ed u.
We would like to extend our appreciation
to the many people who contributed to
this issrre,'¡i Maine Law.
o Patlicia McCarthy, who researched and
wrote inan)' of the articles appearing in
this issue, including the feature on
"hands-on education."
¡ Amy Barnes and Leigh Raposo in the
USM Puhlications and Marketing C)ffice.
Thev supervised the prodr-rction and
r¡raphic clesigrr ol rhe magazine.
o Jasa Porciello fbr her editorial assistance.
To Maine Law Alumni/ae and
Friends of Maine Law
Thank yor,r for your feeclback and sugges-
tions concemmg this publication. Our goal
is to capture all that is special and unique
about the Lau'School, rhe faculty, the
students, ancì alumni/ae. You can help
through your letters and e-mails. !7e hope
ro hear lrorn you and, when apprr-.rpriatc,
we want to share with our readers your
successes and ceiebrations. Please write or
send an e-mail to us.
John C. Gr-rndersdorf
Director of Alumni Relations
University of Maine School of Lau'
246 Deering Avenue
Portland, Maine 04102
Phone: QA7) 780.4342
E-rnail: lawaiumni@usm.maine.edu
I have had the privilege of servingI on the Ah-rmni Association Board
of Directors for three years, and as my
teffn as president of the organization
continues, I find myself with an opportu.
nity to reflect on the Board's work ove¡
that time and to imagine what lies
ahead. Of course, there is not enough
room in a short column for a complete
description ofall the good the
Association has done in three years, but
there are a few particularly notable
achievements that form the foundation
for what I imagine will be its future.
Because of the excellent work of
those who have preceded me in this role,
the Association is able to contribute
more now than it ever has to scholar-
ships to help the Law School atffact and
keep highly qualified students. Members
of the Association also help directly in
the recruitment process by talking with
applicants who have been accepted for
admission, but who have not yet made
the decision to come to Maine. Ryan
Stinneford's inspired decision during his
time as president to create a communica-
tions committee has resulted in the
establishment of a \Øeb site for the
Association, and the initial planning for
an on-line alumni/ae directory is also
well underway. At the same time, the
Association has continued to act as a
source of mentors to law studenß and of
interviewers for Career Services's mock
interview program, and it has continued
to host successful social events ¡hat draw
alums from all over the world. 'SØe are
nor, however, in any position ro rest on
our laurels. Looking ahead, the Law
School is likely to need more from us.
Historically, the Association has
managed to find new and better ways to
support the Law School, not just through
gifts of money (although financial sup-
port is crucial), but also through gifts of
titre and talent. The eagemess of alum-
ni/ae to give in these more personal ways
has important implications that, in my
view, point to the future of the
Association. \Øhat makes the University
of Maine School of Law community
unique is the degree to which its mem.
bers-faculty, staff, students, alumni/ae,
administration, and friends-remain
connected to the school and to one
another year in and year out. The con-
nection lies at the heart of the
Association's successful support of the
School, and it is by broadening and
deepening the connection that I believe
the Association can do even more.
\Xl4rile the prospecr of building on rhe
Association's formidable accomplish-
ments is daunting, I see significant
untapped opportunities for expanding
connections within the community.
Over the course of the coming year, I
hope to see the Association taking
advantage of technology to make it easi-
er for alums to stay in touch with each
othe¡ the Association and the School.
By combining that effort with a more
active and communicative role for class
agents and continuing the proven pro-
gram of special alumni/ae social events,
the Association can encourage more
alums to become active members of the
Law School community. I also anticipate
that the Association will find ways to
strengthen its links with students by
increasing the opportunities for orga-
nized but informal contact between stu-
dents and alums, and by infusing fresh
energy into established efforts like the
mock interview and mentor programs.
If all goes well, I hope to be able to
report to you a year from now that our
efforts have resulted in a largeç stronger
Law School community and increased
support for the school. Those who have
served ahead of me have set a high stan-
dard, and there is a good deal ofwork to
be done to live up to it. I hope that I can
count on all of you to pitch in with me
to help ¡he Association do more for the
Law School this year than ever before
and lay the groundwork for still greater
success in the years to come.
-Jim Haddow '86
2004 Galendan of Euents
Januany
2l
28
Alumni Association Boald of Directors Meeting
University of Maine School of Law Founclation Board of Directors Meeting
tebnuany
23 Dean's Distinguished Scholar Lecture-Martha L. Minow, William Henry Bloomberg
Professor of Law, Harvard Law School
Manch
17
26-27
27
Alurnni Association Board of Directors Meeting
Marine Law Conference
Ahrmni Association Annual Dinner and Class Reunions
Apnil
2 on 16 MAPIL Auction (to be announced)
12-19 Libra Journalist in Residence, Linda Greenhouse, U.S. Suprerne Court Correspondent,
TheNewYorkTimes
May
19
22
Alumni Association Annual Meeting and Board of Directors Meeting
Law School Graduation
June
12
17-18
University of Maine School of Law Foundation Annuai Meeting
Tèchnology Law Center's 5th Annual Conference
Carnpus l)iversity and Equitl', 180'5094, TTY 780-5646.
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